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Diversification has been widely promoted as a reform for reducing
racial disparities in police-civilian interactions and increasing police
legitimacy. Recent evidence suggests civilians are more likely to
trust police forces that demographically represent the populations
they serve, and that diversity enhancing reforms can improve police
treatment of minority communities. However, nearly every municipal
police department in the United States is predominately White and
male, and the scale of minority under-representation in most depart-
ments is substantial. The widespread implementation of diversity
reforms likely requires awareness of existing disparities and support
for policy change; yet little is known about beliefs and preferences
among police or the general public. Here we investigate beliefs about
minority representation and preferences for diversification using a
series of experiments, including on civilians and police from a city
with one of the largest demographic disparities in the country. We
find that the general public overestimates minority representation in
policing, and that correcting this unfounded optimism with accurate
information decreases trust in police. These information interven-
tions also increase support for hiring decisions that favor minority
applicants, and willingness to vote for local policy change. Additional
paired decision-making experiments demonstrate that, even without
these corrections, both current officers and the residents they police
prefer hiring new officers from under-represented groups, indepen-
dent of civil service exam performance and other criteria. Overall,
these findings suggest that neither the attitudes and preferences of
police or the general public pose a major barrier to diversification.
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Repeated instances of police violence against unarmed civil-1

ians in the United States have drawn widespread attention2

to long-standing concerns about racially biased policing, and3

renewed interest in various reforms aimed at improving police-4

community relations (1–4). In addition to community policing5

(2, 5), body-worn cameras (6, 7), and officer training initia-6

tives (8, 9), police department diversification has been widely7

promoted as a policy tool for improving police-community8

relations and promoting just and equitable policing (3, 10).9

A growing body of research indicates that diversification is10

associated with numerous benefits, including greater trust11

and cooperation (11, 12), increased crime reporting (13), re-12

duced use of force against civilians, and improved treatment13

of minority communities (3).14

Despite these potential benefits, and long-standing calls15

from policy-makers to make police forces demographically16

representative of their communities (15, 16), non-White officers17

are severely under-represented in most police departments18

(see Figure 1). Pooling across 474 large departments – those19

employing at least 100 officers – we find that approximately20

62% of officers are White, compared with 44% of civilians in the21

communities they police (14, 16). The difference between the22
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Fig. 1. The share of non-White officers (vertical axis) compared with the share of
non-White residents (horizontal axis) in 474 local agencies that employ at least 100
officers. Each point on the graph represents a jurisdiction/department, with size
proportional to the size of the resident population. Points below the gray line denote
police departments that under-represent the communities they serve (approx. 95% of
departments). Officer demographics come from the most recent Law Enforcement
Management and Administrative Statistics (LEMAS) survey (2016), which sampled all
local agencies that employed at least 100 officers with certainty (14). Estimates of the
demographic proportions for the resident population in each jurisdiction come from
the U.S. Census. Together, these data cover 242,240 officers from jurisdictions with a
total civilian population of more than 112 million.

share of non-White residents and non-White officers exceeds 23

20 percentage points in 60% of these departments. Recent 24

estimates for the largest 97 departments – representing more 25
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than a third of all local police in the U.S. – reach similar26

conclusions: 56% of officers are White, compared to 36% of27

the civilians in their jurisdictions (17). Analyses of historical28

data also suggest that most departments have become even29

less representative of the communities they serve over the past30

decade (16).31

The scale and persistence of minority under-representation32

in U.S. policing suggests the need for reforms that explicitly33

target the hiring and recruitment process. There are, however,34

at least two potential political challenges. First, given the35

enduring political salience of crime and policing, public opinion36

– or policy makers’ beliefs about public opinion – tends to shape37

the direction of potential reforms as well as the scope of policy38

change (4, 18). Second, police officers – through unions and39

professional organizations – exert power over policy outcomes40

at both the local and national level. Even reforms that enjoy41

broad public support, such as community policing and body42

worn cameras, can face implementation challenges without43

adequate “buy-in” from police officers (19, 20). In short,44

successfully implementing diversity reforms across numerous45

U.S. municipalities will require public awareness of existing46

disparities, and support for policy change. Yet little is known47

about attitudes toward police diversification among the general48

public, or among police officers.49

Here, we investigate beliefs about minority representation50

in policing and attitudes toward diversification using a series of51

surveys and experiments fielded across three different samples:52

a national sample of U.S. adults, a municipal sample of Yonkers,53

NY residents, and a police sample of sworn officers from the54

Yonkers Police Department (YPD). These paired samples of55

police and residents provide a unique opportunity to study56

attitudes towards diversification in a jurisdiction with one57

of the least representative police forces in the country (see58

Figure 1). We use these data to shed new light on three59

important questions. First, is the general public aware of the60

lack of diversity in U.S. policing? Second, does the provision61

of accurate information about minority under-representation62

affect public support for police diversification? Third, are the63

hiring preferences of current police officers, and community64

residents, affected by the race/ethnicity and gender of potential65

police recruits?66

Beliefs about minority representation in policing67

Prior research demonstrates that beliefs about progress toward68

equity and inclusion in the United States are overly optimistic,69

especially in the domain of racial economic inequality (21–23).70

For example, recent data show that a majority (> 60%) of71

U.S. adults underestimate Black-White wealth inequality by72

at least 20 percentage points (22). Similar patterns also hold73

for beliefs about residential segregation and economic mobility74

(24, 25).75

Given this prior work, and the fact that policing data are76

both notoriously scattered and infrequently publicized (17, 26),77

we anticipated that most individuals would have inaccurate78

beliefs about minority representation in U.S. policing. While79

official statistics on the race and gender composition of police80

departments are available from the Law Enforcement Man-81

agement and Administrative Statistics (LEMAS) survey, we82

are unaware of any prior work on public perceptions of police83

force demographics. It was therefore unclear whether beliefs84

about police force diversity would be overly optimistic, or too85
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Fig. 2. Differences between perceived and actual shares of police officers in the
national (left) and municipal (right) samples. Each point on the graph represents
the difference between an individual’s best guess about the percentage of police
officers in the United States (Yonkers, NY) that belong to each group and the actual
percentages according to official statistics. Points are jittered to avoid over-plotting
and shaded so that darker blue (brown) colors denote greater levels of over-(under-)
estimation.

pessimistic. 86

We elicited public perceptions of police force diversity in a 87

national survey of U.S. adults fielded in July 2021 (N = 2,017), 88

and in the second wave of a municipal panel survey of Yonkers, 89

NY residents fielded in October 2021 (N = 644). Respondents 90

in the national (municipal) samples were asked to provide their 91

best guess of the share of police officers in the United States 92

(Yonkers, NY) from each of the four race/ethnicity (Black, 93

White, Hispanic/Latino, and Asian) and two gender (male or 94

female) groups for which official statistics are available. Given 95

that individuals tend to overestimate the size of minority 96

groups (27, 28), we followed prior work (4, 29) and provided 97

respondents with the relevant population shares for each (e.g., 98

“19% of Yonkers residents are Black”). Each was presented in 99

randomized order, and responses were required to add to 100% 100

across the four race/ethnicity measures, as well as the binary 101

gender measure. We provide detailed descriptions of survey 102

design, recruitment procedures, sample characteristics, and 103

question wordings in Supporting Information (SI) Appendix 104

S1. 105

Results. Figure 2 shows the differences between each respon- 106

dent’s estimate for a given group and the actual share among 107

police officers in the United States (left panel) and Yonkers 108

(right panel). Positive (negative) values denote over- (under-) 109

estimation of the true share. This provides clear descriptive 110

evidence that beliefs about minority representation in policing 111

are overly optimistic, regardless of whether individuals were 112

making inferences about U.S. police in aggregate (national 113

sample), or their local police department (municipal sample). 114

On average, respondents underestimated the share of male 115

officers by 22 percentage points (ŝe = 0.37) in the national 116

sample and 19 percentage points (ŝe = 0.32) in the municipal 117

sample. Likewise, beliefs about the percentage of White officers 118

were roughly 14 percentage points (ŝe = 0.32) too low at 119

the national level, and roughly 19 percentage points (ŝe = 120

0.70) too low at the municipal level. In both samples, the 121
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majority of respondents underestimated the White (male)122

officer shares by more than 10 percentage points. Conversely,123

respondents overestimated minority representation: Black,124

Hispanic/Latino, and Asian officers, as well as female officers,125

were perceived to be significantly more prevalent than they126

actually were in both samples.127

In SI Appendix S2.1.8 we investigate whether certain groups128

of respondents (e.g., Whites, Republicans) are more likely to129

hold incorrect beliefs, or have more extreme beliefs. We find130

some evidence that misperceptions are correlated with re-131

spondents’ background characteristics, but these associations132

are weak and inconsistent across measures. We find stronger133

evidence that beliefs about minority representation are cor-134

related across domains; for example, respondents’ mispercep-135

tions about gender diversity are a better predictor of their136

misperceptions about racial diversity than their background137

characteristics.∗138

Effects of information interventions on attitudes and139

behavior140

Biased beliefs have important implications for politics and141

policy: aggregate preferences (and policy outcomes) in an142

uninformed electorate can be radically different from one in143

which individuals are adequately informed (30, 31). A key144

implication for the present research is that overly optimistic145

beliefs about police diversity may constrain public support146

for policy change, which could partly explain the scale and147

persistence of minority under-representation in policing. Here,148

we examine the causal link between belief accuracy and support149

for diversification using randomized experiments that provide150

accurate information about minority representation in policing.151

An important advantage of information provision experi-152

ments in general is that they can be used to test for causal links153

between belief accuracy and other outcomes without deception154

(32). A growing body of empirical research also supports their155

efficacy: across a variety of contexts, individuals typically up-156

date their beliefs in the direction of the evidence they receive157

(33–37). The belief changes induced by information provi-158

sion experiments do not, however, always have downstream159

effects on relevant attitudes and behaviors (35, 36). Given the160

absence of similar work on minority representation in polic-161

ing, it was unclear whether information interventions would162

change beliefs, or have any downstream effects on support for163

diversification.164

Related research on representative bureaucracy suggests165

that, under some circumstance, minority representation can166

influence public trust and willingness to cooperate with police167

and other “street-level bureaucrats”. But this work, which168

draws primarily on cross-sectional surveys and vignette ex-169

periments about hypothetical agencies, has reached mixed170

conclusions (12, 38–40). Moreover, changing individuals’ trust171

in government does not necessarily lead to downstream effects172

on policy preferences (41), and members of majority groups173

(e.g., White voters) are often opposed to policies that seek to174

increase minority representation (42–44).175

To measure the effects of providing information about po-176

lice officer diversity on attitudes and behaviors, we embedded177

∗For example, the R2 from a linear regression of respondents’ belief accuracy for the White officer
share on their partisanship, race/ethnicity, education, and sex is less than 0.04 in both samples. By
comparison, the R2 from a linear regression of respondents’ belief accuracy for the White officer
share on belief accuracy for the male officer share is greater than 0.10 in both samples.

information provision experiments in our national survey of 178

the U.S. adult population and our follow-up survey of Yonkers 179

residents (see SI Appendix S1.3 for design details; SI Appendix 180

S3 for pre-registration). After eliciting respondents’ beliefs 181

about police officer diversity (see Fig. 2), they were randomly 182

assigned to receive accurate information about police officer 183

diversity at the national (municipal) level alongside the es- 184

timates they previously provided (treatment group). Those 185

that were instead assigned to a no information condition did 186

not receive this information (control group). 187

Respondents in the national sample (N = 2,017) were as- 188

signed to two additional conditions, one that included a de- 189

scription of findings from a recent study demonstrating the 190

positive effects of police diversification (3); and another that 191

provided this description alongside the accurate information 192

about officer diversity. We did not detect any differences be- 193

tween the treatment effects for the information only condition 194

and the treatment effects for either of these additional condi- 195

tions (see SI Appendix S2.1.5). In anticipation of the smaller 196

sample size in the municipal sample (N = 644), we did not 197

include these additional treatment arms. 198

Here, we focus on the effects that correcting misperceptions 199

about minority representation in policing – via the provision of 200

accurate information – have on four attitudinal outcomes and 201

two behavioral outcomes. Our primary attitudinal outcomes 202

of interest (measured in both experiments) capture stated 203

support for implementing affirmative action programs to in- 204

crease recruitment and hiring of police officers from minority 205

groups, and preferences for tie-breaking hires in favor of mi- 206

nority applicants. In the municipal sample, we also included 207

measures of trust and confidence in the police (2-item index, 208

α = 0.83), and willingness to cooperate with police (4-item 209

index, α = 0.73). These indices were constructed using items 210

that regularly appear in surveys of civilian attitudes toward 211

police (1, 2, 45, 46). 212

Support for affirmative action was measured using a 4- 213

item index of support for programs targeting each minority 214

group: “Female officers”, “Black officers”, “Hispanic/Latino 215

officers”, and “Asian officers” (each presented in random order, 216

using a 7-point scale with a neutral midpoint; α = 0.98 in 217

municipal sample, α = 0.96 in national sample). Support 218

for tie-breaking hires was also measured using a 4-item index 219

of respondents’ preferred option for deciding between “two 220

equally qualified applicants for police officer” (each decision 221

presented in random order; α = 0.89 in municipal sample, α = 222

0.81 in national sample). For each comparison, respondents 223

chose between hiring the minority applicant (e.g. the “Black 224

applicant”), coded 1; the non-minority applicant (e.g., the 225

“White applicant”) coded -1 or a third option of “Random 226

selection (e.g., let a coin flip decide)”, coded 0. 227

Finally, we included two behavioral outcomes in the munic- 228

ipal survey. The first, inspired by recent information experi- 229

ments on racial discrimination (35), provided individuals with 230

an opportunity to donate real money to a local non-profit that 231

works to support Black individuals in law enforcement. For 232

this outcome, all respondents were entered into a $50 raffle 233

(with a 1 in 20 chance of winning) and decided whether to 234

keep this money versus make a real donation to the Black 235

officers organization. We also provided individuals with an 236

opportunity to cast a vote in favor of one of four police re- 237

forms: civilian oversight, diversification, community policing, 238
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Municipal sample

National sample

Municipal sample

National sample

Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Trust and confidence in the police department

Donation to Black police officer association

Voted for police department diversification

Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring
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Fig. 3. Estimated treatment effects of accurate information about minority representa-
tion in policing on attitudes and behaviors in the national (grey) and municipal (black)
samples. Treatment effects were estimated using linear regression of the outcome on
treatment assignment, with standard errors (and 95% confidence intervals) based on
HC2 robust standard errors. To facilitate comparisons, all estimates are standardized
using using Glass’s ∆, which scales outcomes by the standard deviation in the control
group.

or body worn cameras. Each of these reforms were being239

actively discussed between YPD leadership and Yonkers resi-240

dents at various community meetings that took place while241

the municipal surveys were in the field. A detailed description242

of each reform was provided to respondents during the survey,243

and they were instructed that the votes would be tallied and244

presented to the mayor and police commissioner in aggregate245

anonymized form. SI Appendix S1.3.1 provides additional de-246

tails about outcome measurement, including question wordings247

and response categories for each survey item.248

Results. Figure 3, shows the average causal effect of the in-249

formation interventions on each of the six outcome measures250

previously described. Effects were estimated using linear re-251

gression of the outcome on treatment assignment, with stan-252

dard errors (and 95% confidence intervals) based on HC2253

robust standard errors. To facilitate comparisons, all esti-254

mates are standardized using using Glass’s ∆, which scales255

outcomes by the standard deviation in the control group.256

First, we find that the effect on support for affirmative257

action programs was statistically indistinguishable from zero in258

both the national (δ = 0.00, ŝe = 0.06, t = 0.05, P = 0.96)259

and municipal samples (δ = 0.03, ŝe = 0.08, t = 0.42, P =260

0.68). However, we do find significant positive effects on261

preferences for tie-breaking hires in favor of minority group262

applicants competing with “equally qualified” majority group263

applicants (national sample: δ = 0.17, ŝe = 0.06, t =264

2.61, P < 0.01; municipal sample: δ = 0.26, ŝe = 0.08, t =265

3.13, P < 0.01). For context, these effect sizes are larger266

than the average differences between untreated White and non-267

White respondents (0.09 in national sample; 0.13 in municipal268

sample).269

These results suggests that generic support for affirmative 270

action may be more resistant to change than preferences for 271

specific policy implementations (e.g., tie-breaking in favor of 272

under-represented groups). One possible explanation for this 273

apparent disconnect is that public support for a given policy 274

is often shaped by perceptions of that policy’s substantive 275

implications (4, 47). Prior work finds that Americans do not 276

have a coherent understanding of what “affirmation action” 277

actually means, and that beliefs in prevailing myths (e.g., that 278

it is a quota system) are strongly correlated with opposition 279

(48). Related work in political psychology has also found that 280

those who oppose affirmative action in the abstract do not 281

necessarily oppose specific applications, including tie-breaking 282

(49, 50). 283

SI Appendix S2.1.1. provides supplementary analyses that 284

estimate effects on each index component (e.g., support for 285

programs targeting “Black officers”). These estimates are 286

not statistically distinguishable from one another, suggesting 287

the precision gains from dimension reduction are worth the 288

potential drawback of using summary indices that abstract 289

away from variation in attitudes towards each group. 290

Turning to the additional outcomes measured in the mu- 291

nicipal sample, we find that the effect on donations to the 292

Black officers association was not statistically distinguishable 293

from zero (δ = −0.03, ŝe = 0.08, t = 0.39, P = 0.69). 294

Here, roughly 56% of treated respondents agreed to donate 295

some amount (avg. donation: $17.70), versus 57% in the 296

control group (avg. donation: $18.40). A recent study on 297

racial discrimination in the labor market found similar results: 298

information interventions improved belief accuracy but did 299

not increase donations to a civil rights group (35). 300

The intervention here did, however, cause a significant in- 301

crease in residents’ willingness to vote in favor of diversifying 302

their local police department (δ = 0.22, ŝe = 0.09, t = 303

2.53, P = 0.01). For context, this effect size translates to 304

a difference of about 8 percentage points on a binary scale: 305

13% of respondents in the control group voted for diversifica- 306

tion compared to 21% in the treatment group. One possible 307

explanation for these effects is that individuals view police 308

diversification as a local policy issue that should be addressed 309

by municipal government (i.e., the mayor and police commis- 310

sioner), rather than a non-profit. 311

Finally, we find that providing information about the (lack 312

of) diversity at YPD caused a significant decrease in trust in 313

the police (δ = −0.14, ŝe = 0.05, t = 2.84, P < 0.01). For 314

context, this effect size was approximately 8 percentage points 315

when measured on the same (single item) scale used in Gallup’s 316

national survey of confidence in institutions, which found a 317

5 percentage point decrease in trust following the murder 318

of George Floyd in May 2020 (46). Despite this significant 319

negative effect on Yonkers residents’ trust in YPD, we find the 320

effect on their willingness to cooperate with police officers was 321

not statistically distinguishable from zero (δ = 0.03, ŝe = 0.06, 322

t = 0.45, P < 0.01). 323

SI Appendix S2.1.2 compares the estimates reported here 324

with covariate-adjusted estimates. We find limited precision 325

gains from regression-adjustment in this application. We also 326

report supplementary analyses for effect heterogeneity as a 327

function of pre-treatment covariates (including partisanship, 328

race/ethnicity, and belief accuracy) in SI Appendix S2.1.3. 329

These analyses do not reliably identify sub-groups for which 330
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stronger (or weaker) causal effects are obvious.331

SI Appendix S2.1.4-S2.1.6 provides supplementary analyses332

to explore potential alternative mechanisms which might ex-333

plain the results from the information provision experiments.334

Overall, we find compelling evidence that information provi-335

sion increased support for diversification (and reduced trust)336

via belief updating, rather than by causing individuals to at-337

tach more importance to the issue of minority representation338

in policing. For example, we find that exposure to high-quality339

research on the benefits of police diversification did not lead340

to attitude change unless also paired with the information341

interventions described here.342

Effects of race and gender on hiring preferences of local343

residents and police344

Direct discrimination – explicitly different treatment of individ-345

uals caused by their group membership – has been identified346

as an important disparity generating mechanism across a wide347

range of contexts in the United States (51). The results from348

the previous section demonstrate that correcting unfounded349

optimism about minority representation in policing can in-350

crease public support for tie-breaking hires in favor of minority351

applicants, as well as local residents’ willingness to vote for352

police department diversification. Our interpretation is that353

factual information affected these outcomes by reducing gaps354

between perceptions and reality.355

This suggests public support for diversification is not neces-356

sarily constrained by underlying preferences for White (male)357

over non-White (female) officers. However, the information358

experiments do not directly identify how a minority appli-359

cant’s race/ethnicity (or gender) might affect the likelihood360

they would be hired by a police department. If, for example,361

community residents or other police officers within a depart-362

ment have preferences that systematically favor hiring White363

(male) officers then minority under-representation in policing364

could be explained, at least in part, by direct discrimination.365

Conjoint experiments have been widely used to study the366

role that direct discrimination plays in contexts involving367

multidimensional choices, and they offer several advantages368

(52–56). First, the randomization of multiple attributes allows369

us to estimate the marginal effects of applicant race/ethnicity370

and gender alongside other factors that are heavily weighted371

in police recruitment policies, such as civil exam scores and372

residency requirements. The design also better reflects the373

multidimensional nature of the decision making task, and prior374

research has found strong correspondence between hypothet-375

ical choices in conjoint experiments and real world behavior376

(57). Finally, conjoint designs are less susceptible to social377

desirability biases than vignette designs because they ran-378

domize sensitive features (e.g., race) alongside other relevant379

attributes (54, 58).†380

To measure how the hiring preferences of police officers381

and civilians are affected by the race/ethnicity and gender of382

potential police recruits, we embedded a police recruitment383

conjoint experiment in the first wave of a municipal panel sur-384

vey of Yonkers residents in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents385

†We also followed best practices to mitigate these potential threats by conducting anonymous online
surveys, and providing additional assurances of anonymity and data privacy to participants at the
beginning of the survey. In general, the potential threat that survey respondents systematically
engage in “preference falsification” and do not provide honest answers to sensitive questions seems
low. For example, a recent meta-analysis covering 30 years of research found, if anything, survey
respondents slightly over-report racist attitudes (59).

x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130) and a survey 386

of Yonkers police officers in June 2021 (N = 250 respondents 387

x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500). We provide 388

a detailed description of this experimental design in SI Ap- 389

pendix S1.4 (see S1.2 for recruitment procedures and sample 390

characteristics; S4 for pre-registration). 391

A unique advantage in the present context is that we can 392

examine whether the preferences of YPD officers differ sys- 393

tematically from Yonkers residents. To our knowledge, this 394

is the first attempt at directly estimating how race/ethnicity 395

and gender of applicants affect the hiring preferences of police 396

officers and community residents. In both our samples, respon- 397

dents made choices between potential recruits to the YPD that 398

varied independently across their age, race/ethnicity, sex, civil 399

service exam performance, education, prior occupation, length 400

of municipal residency, and their motivation for applying to 401

become a police officer. Attribute levels were chosen based on 402

a combination of interviews with YPD officers, historical data 403

on officer applicants, and prior survey work on police officers’ 404

motivations and background characteristics (60, 61).‡ 405

In practice, exam scores and residency requirements receive 406

disproportionate weight in the hiring process. This is because 407

municipal police departments require all applicants to complete 408

a civil service exam, and those who pass are then rank-ordered 409

by their test score on an “eligibility list”. This is typically the 410

first formal stage of the hiring process, and only those on the 411

list are eligible to proceed to subsequent stages (physical fitness 412

tests, background investigations, oral interviews, etc.). Many 413

departments also impose a residency requirement; for example, 414

that potential applicants must live within a certain distance 415

of the city for a period of at least 3 months immediately 416

preceding the exam (YPD’s policy). Therefore, residency and 417

exam performance are among the primary hiring criteria at 418

municipal police departments. For example, if there are 100 419

applicants on the eligibility list and 30 openings then, all else 420

equal, the 30 with the highest exam scores will be selected. 421

Results. We estimate the Average Marginal Component Effects 422

(AMCEs) of randomly assigned attributes on the probability of 423

selecting an applicant (binary outcome) using linear regression, 424

with robust standard errors clustered at the respondent level 425

to correct for within-respondent clustering. Here, we focus 426

on the marginal effects that an applicant’s race/ethnicity, sex, 427

civil service exam performance, and length of residency have 428

on their probability of being selected (see SI Appendix S2.2 429

for estimated AMCEs and marginal means of all randomized 430

attributes). Figure 4 shows the estimated effects that each of 431

these characteristics have (relative to the reference category) 432

on the probability of selecting an applicant for hiring in the 433

resident (black) and police officer (blue) samples. 434

As expected, higher performance on the civil service exam 435

and longer residency have large causal effects on the probability 436

that a given applicant is selected. For example, the effect of 437

scoring in the Top 1% on the civil service exam (relative to 438

the Top 25%) is 0.15 (ŝe = 0.01, t = 11.28, P < 0.01) in 439

the civilian sample and 0.28 in the police sample (ŝe = 0.03, 440

t = 8.94, P < 0.01). The effect of being a long-term community 441

‡To avoid implausible cases (e.g., school teacher’s with GED’s) we employed restricted randomization
on the education and occupation attributes such that potential applicants that were previously school
teachers or social workers always had education levels of at least a Bachelor’s degree or higher. All
estimates are adjusted to account for this conditional independence, which is a common feature in
conjoint experiments that seek to avoid generating implausible profiles (62).
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Civilian sample

Police sample

Length of residency (reference: Does not live in city)

Civil service exam performance (reference: Top 25%)

Sex (reference: Male)

Race/Ethnicity (reference: White)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Asian

Hispanic/Latino

Black

Female

Top 15%

Top 10%

Top 5%

Top 1%

Less than 1 year

1−2 years

3−5 years

6−10 years

More than 10 years

Average marginal component effect

Race/Ethnicity (ref: White)

Sex (ref: Male)

Civil service exam score (ref: Top 25%)

Length of residency (ref: Does not live in city)

Fig. 4. Average Marginal Component Effects (AMCEs) of randomly assigned charac-
teristics of police officer applicants on probability of selecting an applicant for hiring.
Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with
robust standard errors clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent
clustering. Estimates are adjusted to account for randomization constraints on the
education and occupation attributes. Civilian sample (black): municipal survey of
Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 appli-
cants per pair = 14,130 observations). Police sample (blue): survey of Yonkers police
officers fielded in June 2021 (N = 250 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair
= 2,500 observations).

resident (i.e., more than 10 years) is 0.22 (ŝe = 0.01, t = 16.34,442

P < 0.01) in the civilian sample and 0.29 (ŝe = 0.03, t = 8.84,443

P < 0.01) in the police sample. The large between-sample444

differences at the top of the score distribution suggests that445

officers afford more weights to high scoring applicants than446

community residents. None of the estimated AMCEs for length447

of residency were statistically distinguishable between samples.448

Independent of these other relevant characteristics, both449

YPD officers and community residents clearly prefer non-White450

over White police recruits. On average, White applicants451

were selected for hiring with probability 0.42 in the civilian452

sample and 0.45 in the police sample.§ An application from a453

Black (relative to White) individual causes an increase in the454

probability of selection by 0.16 (i.e., 16 percentage points) in455

the civilian sample (ŝe = 0.01, t = 13.14, P < 0.01) and 0.13456

in the police sample (ŝe = 0.03, t = 4.40, P < 0.01). Despite457

large demographic differences between samples (police: 82%458

White, 85% male; civilian: 45% White, 41% male) none of459

the estimated AMCEs for race/ethnicity were statistically460

distinguishable.¶461

§Given that respondents must always choose between two potential recipients, the expected value is
0.50 under the null hypothesis of indifference.

¶SI Appendix S2.2.3 explores heterogeneity by covariates (e.g., race/ethnicity and partisanship)
among Yonkers residents. Although Non-White respondents (as well as females and Democrats)

When considering prospective applicants’ gender, however, 462

female applicants do not appear to have a systematic advantage 463

over males. The estimated AMCE for female, relative to male, 464

applicants corresponds to an increase in the probability of 465

hiring of just 0.01 (i.e., about 1 percentage point) in the 466

civilian sample (ŝe = 0.01, t = 1.86, P = 0.06), and a small 467

decrease of 0.04 (i.e., about 4 percentage points) in the police 468

sample (ŝe = 0.02, t = 2.00, P = 0.05). This suggests that 469

female applicants, on average, may be slightly disadvantaged 470

relative to male applicants. 471

We explore causal interactions among race/ethnicity, sex, 472

and exam performance in SI Appendix S2.2.2. We find that 473

bias against female (v. male) applicants appears unique to 474

White females in the police sample, whereas there is no ev- 475

idence of bias against non-White females in either sample 476

(Fig. S40). We also estimate causal interactions between exam 477

scores and race/ethnicity (Fig. S41-S45), as well as exam 478

scores and sex (Fig. S46-47). These results suggest non-White 479

applicants are preferred at every level of exam performance. 480

Moreover, non-White applicants with lower test scores are, all 481

else equal, preferred to White applicants with higher scores. 482

We find minimal differences between samples. 483

To illustrate the substantive implications of these results, 484

we can estimate predicted probabilities for different types of 485

applicants that only vary on race/ethnicity and gender. For 486

example, consider a 27 year old Black male applicant with a 487

high school education, who has lived in Yonkers for 10+ years, 488

previously worked as a security guard, scored within the Top 489

25% on the exam, and listed “helping people” as their primary 490

motivation. This applicant would be selected with probability 491

0.70 (ŝe = 0.02) in the civilian sample and 0.70 in the police 492

sample (ŝe = 0.06). 493

On the other hand, an otherwise similar White male appli- 494

cant would be selected with probability 0.56 (ŝe = 0.07) among 495

police and 0.54 (ŝe = 0.03) among residents. White female 496

applicants fare similarly, with selection probabilities of 0.52 497

(ŝe = 0.07) among police and 0.56 (ŝe = 0.03) among residents. 498

A Black female applicant with the same characteristics would 499

be selected with probability 0.66 (ŝe = 0.07) by police and 0.72 500

(ŝe = 0.02) by residents. Overall, the results from these paired 501

decision making experiments suggest a remarkable degree of 502

similarity between police and public preferences for minority 503

hires. 504

Discussion 505

Despite long-standing normative concerns about minority 506

under-representation in policing (15, 16), and a growing body 507

of empirical evidence documenting the potential benefits of 508

diversification (3, 11–13), most U.S. police departments are 509

dominated by White men. The scale and persistence of mi- 510

nority under-representation suggests the need for reforms that 511

increase hiring and recruitment from under-represented groups; 512

yet little is known about support for diversification among 513

police or the general public. The results reported here shed 514

new light on support for police diversification across multiple 515

samples, including the general public and sworn officers from 516

a large urban police department. 517

Consistent with recent work on beliefs about the scale and 518

persistence of Black-White inequality in the U.S. (21–23), we 519

were significantly more supportive of minority applicants, we did not identify any sub-groups that
disfavored minority applicants.
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find clear evidence of unfounded optimism about minority520

representation in policing. This holds regardless of whether in-521

dividuals are making inferences about U.S. police in aggregate,522

or their local police department. We also find that correcting523

these biased beliefs has downstream consequences. While re-524

ducing the gap between perceptions and reality decreased trust525

in the police, it also caused an increase in support for hiring526

decisions that favor minority applicants, as well as local resi-527

dents’ willingness to vote for diversification over other police528

reforms. Extending fundamental insights about the political529

implications of biased beliefs (30, 31), this suggests unfounded530

optimism about police diversity may constrain public support531

for policy change.532

These results are particularly noteworthy given that belief533

updating does not necessarily lead to attitude change (33–534

37), and opposition to policies aimed at increasing minority535

representation is the norm in other contexts (42–44). The536

observation that preferences for specific hiring policies favor-537

ing minority applicants were less resistant to change than538

generic support for affirmative action also underscores the539

utility of direct questioning (4, 47, 49, 50). More broadly, the540

finding that accurate information about the (lack of) minority541

representation in policing decreased public trust – but also542

increased support for policy change – suggests limits to nor-543

mative perspectives that emphasize the value of trust in the544

police as an end in itself.545

Overall, these information experiments demonstrate that546

exposure to accurate information about minority under-547

representation can increase public support for diversification548

by reducing unfounded optimism about officer diversity. Our549

interpretation is that demand for increased minority repre-550

sentation already exists, and information exposure increases551

support by correcting biased beliefs. Consistent with this552

interpretation, our paired experiments in Yonkers, NY demon-553

strate that – even in the absence of any corrective information554

– both current officers and community residents prefer hiring555

new officers from under-represented groups, independent of556

civil service exam performance and other criteria.557

These paired experiments provide unique insights about558

preferences among both officers and residents in a jurisdiction559

with one of the least representative police forces in the country.560

For example, 78% of YPD officers are White compared to 34%561

of the adult population: a difference (∼ 44 percentage points)562

that is more extreme than 92% of the jurisdictions where563

official statistics are available. Police-community relations in564

Yonkers have also suffered from a long history of conflict and565

distrust; including, for example, a 2007 investigation by the566

U.S. Department of Justice into allegations of discriminatory567

policing that took nearly a decade to resolve.‖568

Although it would be premature to conclude that officers569

and residents across thousands of other local law enforcement570

jurisdictions have similar preferences, there are few places571

where representational disparities might suggest a sharper572

divide between police and the public. Taken together, these573

findings suggest that neither the attitudes or preferences of574

officers or the general public pose a major barrier to police575

diversification.576

577

‖see: https://www.justice.gov/opa/file/910316/download, and https://www.yonkersny.gov/Home/
Components/News/News/5284/3232
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S1 Survey methodology and experimental designs

Our results are based on data collected from a series of surveys with embedded experiments.
These include one survey on a national sample of the U.S. adult population, two municipal
surveys fielded on a sample of the adult population of Yonkers, NY, and one survey fielded on
officers from the Yonkers Police Department (YPD). Section S1.1 provides a description of the
survey methodology for the national experiment and Section S1.2 provides a description of the
survey methodology for municipal surveys.

The information provision experiments that were embedded in the national survey and the
second municipal survey of Yonkers residents are described in Section S1.3, along with the (pre-
treatment) questions used to measure respondents’ prior beliefs about police diversity and our
(post-treatment) outcome measures. The conjoint experiments on police officer recruitment that
were embedded in the first municipal survey of Yonkers residents and the survey of YPD officers
are described in Section S1.4.

S1.1 National survey

Survey data were collected in July 2021 using the Lucid platform. Lucid is an aggregator of
survey respondents that sources from a wide variety of providers. Participants are paid di-
rectly by the vendor, either in US dollars or through a points program at a similar rate. Lucid
provides customers with quota samples that approximate US census margins on age, gender,
race/ethnicity and region, and these samples compare favorably with nationally representative
samples on demographic, psychological, and experimental estimates [1]. Importantly, experi-
mental estimates obtained from online quota samples and other non-probability samples closely
match those obtained from probability samples, demonstrating that causal effects estimated
via randomized experiments on these samples typically generalize to the broader population of
interest [2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 6].

Following best practices to ensure data quality in online survey sampling [7, 8, 6, 9], we
restricted participation to respondents that passed an attention screener placed at the beginning
of the survey. Screening out respondents based on attention checks placed near the end of
the survey or after treatments are administered can induce bias, but using attention checks
administered early in the survey or prior to experimental treatments does not induce bias [10,
11]. We employed an attention screener used in recent survey experimental work on the Lucid
platform [6, 12]. After viewing the screener (shown in Fig. S1), participants were asked the
following two attention check questions (the correct responses are highlighted in bold text):

1. How was Simon identified by police for the crime he allegedly committed? [A police officer
recognized him, From video surveillance, Because he left his ID, He turned himself in,
None of the above]

2. How much money did Simon allegedly steal? [About $500, About $1500, About $25,000,
About $1 million dollars, None of the above]

Among the 3,373 individuals that consented to participate in the survey, 60% passed the first
attention check question (ACQ) and went on to complete our survey (this was a cooperative
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survey with another research team, and the first half of the survey was allocated to demographic
questions and this team’s survey content). Among these 2,017 individuals, 60% (n = 1, 219)
also passed the second ACQ. Only those individuals that provided incorrect answers to the first
ACQ, or refused to answer, were terminated from the survey. Among these 2,017 individuals,
the median time to completion was 14 minutes.

We constructed survey weights to adjust for potential differences in respondent demographics
along the following characteristics: sex, region, Hispanic, race, household income, education,
and age. Our target proportions for these characteristics are the estimates reported by the
American Community Survey (ACS) and the U.S. Census. Weights are constructed using the
autumn package in R [13], which implements an iterative raking procedure used by the American
National Election Study (ANES) survey [14].

Applying the weights reduced the average difference between the sample proportions and
target marginals from 0.02 to 0.003 for an effective sample size of 1,437 units from a nominal size
of 2,017 (implying a design effect of 1.40). Table S1 compares the unweighted sample proportions,
weighted sample proportions, and the target proportions across background covariates. Given
that our focus is on estimating causal effects, we do not use survey weights for any analyses
presented here or in the manuscript [15].

Figure S1: Attention screener used in Lucid sample.
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Sample
proportion

Target
proportion

Absolute
deviation

Sex:
Female 0.52 0.52 0.00
Male 0.48 0.48 0.00

Race/ethnicity:
White 0.65 0.64 0.01
Hispanic 0.16 0.17 0.01
Black 0.12 0.12 0.00
AAPI 0.03 0.06 0.03
Other 0.03 0.01 0.02

Age:
18-24 0.13 0.12 0.01
25-29 0.09 0.10 0.01
30-34 0.10 0.09 0.01
35-39 0.08 0.09 0.01
40-44 0.08 0.08 0.00
45-49 0.08 0.08 0.00
50-54 0.05 0.08 0.03
55-59 0.07 0.08 0.01
60-64 0.10 0.08 0.02
65-69 0.07 0.07 0.00
70-74 0.08 0.06 0.02
75+ 0.06 0.08 0.02

Region:
South 0.40 0.38 0.02
West 0.24 0.24 0.00
Midwest 0.19 0.21 0.02
Northeast 0.17 0.18 0.00

Educational attainment:
No high school diploma 0.07 0.10 0.03
High school diploma 0.42 0.45 0.03
Associate’s degree 0.09 0.10 0.01
Bachelor’s degree 0.22 0.22 0.00
Graduate degree 0.19 0.13 0.06

Income:
$15,000 or less 0.18 0.09 0.09
$15,000-$24,999 0.10 0.09 0.01
$25,000-$34,999 0.11 0.08 0.03
$35,000-$49,999 0.10 0.12 0.02
$50,000-$74,999 0.15 0.17 0.02
$75,000-$99,999 0.12 0.12 0.00
$100,000-$149,999 0.11 0.15 0.04
$150,000-$199,999 0.06 0.08 0.03
$200,000 and above 0.02 0.10 0.08

Table S1: Demographic characteristics for the national sample and the U.S. adult population.
The target proportions for the U.S. adult population (18+) come from the American
Community Survey and the U.S. Census.
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S1.2 Municipal surveys

Our survey data on Yonkers residents were collecting as part of the “Community Vitality Survey”
initiative started by Yale Law School in 2021. The broad aim of this survey initiative was to
conduct municipal surveys of police officers and the residents they police across different U.S.
cities to better understand public opinion on policing at the local level. Although the survey
initiative was primarily aimed at collecting descriptive data on the views of residents and police
officers, several experiments were also embedded in the early survey waves (which form the basis
of our analyses).

Survey data for the resident population were collected using the mail to online panel design,
which uses public information – sourced primarily from voter registration records – to construct
a baseline sample frame of the adult population [16, 17, 18, 19]. We started by recruiting partic-
ipants in Yonkers, NY to participate in an online panel survey called the “Yonkers Community
Vitality Survey”. Between May and July 2021, 63,743 residents were sent an invitation to the
mailing address listed in a voter-file purchased from L2 political, a commercial vendor. The
mailers directed recipients to an online survey via a landing page at a dedicated university web-
site.1 Each respondent was provided with a unique login code in their recruitment letter, and a
dedicated phone number and university email address were created to field respondent inquiries
during the recruitment period. 1,413 individuals completed this initial baseline survey, for a
response rate of approximately 2.2%. Response rates of between 2-3% are common in previous
studies that have used the mail to online panel design[16, 18], though response rates above 5%
have also been achieved [18].

We constructed survey weights to adjust for potential differences in respondent demographics
along the following characteristics: sex, race/ethnicity, age, birthplace, education, and income.
Our target proportions for these characteristics are the estimates reported by the American
Community Survey (ACS) and the U.S. Census. Weights are constructed using the autumn
package in R [13], which implements an iterative raking procedure used by the American National
Election Study (ANES) survey [14]. Applying the weights reduced the average difference between
the sample proportions and target marginals from 0.05 to 0.01 for an effective sample size of
594 units from a nominal size of 1,413 (implying a design effect of 2.38). Table S2 compares
the unweighted sample proportions, weighted sample proportions, and the target proportions
across background covariates. Given that our focus is on estimating causal effects, we do not
use survey weights for any analyses presented here or in the manuscript [15].

In October 2021, approximately three months after the baseline survey responses were col-
lected, all individuals that responded to the baseline survey were invited via email to complete a
follow-up survey. 644 of the 1,413 individuals that completed the baseline survey also completed
the follow-up survey, for a return response rate of 46%. The police recruitment conjoint experi-
ment (detailed in Section S1.4) was embedded in the first survey, and the information provision
experiment (detailed in Section S1.3) was embedded in the follow-up survey. Table S3 compares
the available demographic characteristics of the officer population with the survey sample.

Survey data for the officer population were collected via invitations delivered directly to the
1www.communityvitality.yale.edu
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government email addresses of 600 sworn police officers, which were provided to the researchers
by the police department. Of the 600 officers invited to participate in the survey, 250 completed
the survey for a response rate of 42%. For context, response rates in web-based surveys of police
officers averaged about 40% between 1996 and 2016, and these rates have been declining over
time [20]. The police recruitment conjoint experiment (detailed in Section S1.4) was embedded
in this survey.

All surveys were administered using Qualtrics Survey Software, and respondents could choose
to either receive a fixed payment of $5 or enter a raffle to win one of 13 $70 payments. All
payments were delivered via TangoCard, a commercial vendor of electronic gift cards.
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Sample
proportion

Target
proportion

Absolute
deviation

Sex:
Female 0.59 0.53 0.06
Male 0.41 0.47 0.06

Race/ethnicity:
White 0.45 0.36 0.10
Hispanic 0.29 0.39 0.09
Black 0.14 0.16 0.01
AAPI 0.06 0.07 0.00
Other 0.05 0.03 0.02

Age:
18-24 0.10 0.12 0.03
25-29 0.08 0.09 0.01
30-34 0.11 0.10 0.02
35-44 0.16 0.17 0.01
45-54 0.16 0.17 0.01
55-64 0.16 0.15 0.01
65-74 0.15 0.10 0.05
75+ 0.08 0.09 0.01

Birthplace:
United States 0.77 0.62 0.16
Another country 0.23 0.38 0.16

Educational attainment:
No high school diploma 0.02 0.17 0.15
High school diploma 0.28 0.44 0.17
Associate’s degree 0.08 0.08 0.00
Bachelor’s degree 0.32 0.18 0.13
Graduate degree 0.31 0.13 0.18

Income:
$15,000 or less 0.14 0.13 0.00
$15,000-$24,999 0.08 0.09 0.01
$25,000-$34,999 0.09 0.08 0.01
$35,000-$49,999 0.13 0.11 0.02
$50,000-$74,999 0.20 0.15 0.05
$75,000-$99,999 0.15 0.12 0.04
$100,000-$149,999 0.14 0.16 0.01
$150,000-$199,999 0.04 0.08 0.04
$200,000 and above 0.03 0.09 0.06

Table S2: Demographic characteristics for municipal sample and adult population in Yonkers,
NY. The target proportions for the Yonkers adult population (18+) come from the American
Community Survey and the U.S. Census.
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Sample
proportion

Target
proportion

Absolute
deviation

Sex:
Female 0.15 0.14 0.01
Male 0.85 0.86 0.01

Race/ethnicity:
White 0.82 0.78 0.04
Hispanic 0.12 0.15 0.03
Black 0.06 0.07 0.01
AAPI - <0.01 <0.01

Age:
18-24 0.02 0.02 0.00
25-29 0.10 0.10 0.00
30-34 0.19 0.20 0.01
35-44 0.42 0.39 0.03
45-54 0.24 0.25 0.01
55-64 0.03 0.04 0.01

Table S3: Demographic characteristics for police officer sample and the population of police
officers employed at YPD.

S1.3 Information provision experiments

The information provision experiment fielded in the national survey randomly assigned 2,017
individuals to one of four possible conditions: 1) no information (control); 2) information about
police diversity only (hereafter “Info treatment”); 3) information about a recent Science publica-
tion [21] describing the potential benefits of police diversification for minority residents (“Science
treatment”); 4) both information about police diversity and the Science article (“Info + Science”).
Prior to treatment assignment, respondents beliefs about police officer diversity were measured
using the questions presented in Fig. S2. Those assigned to the no information (control) condi-
tion simply reported their beliefs and did not receive any additional information. Fig. S3 shows
the information treatment and Fig. S4 shows the Science treatment. Those assigned to the “Info
+ Science” condition received both, presented in randomized order. For comparison with the
information experiment fielded in the municipal sample (which only involved two conditions),
we restrict attention to effects of the Info condition (relative to control) in the manuscript. We
provide a complete analysis of all treatment effects in Section S2.1.5. This experiment was not
pre-registered.

The information provision experiment fielded in the municipal survey randomly assigned
644 individuals to one of two possible conditions: 1) no information (control); or 2) information
about police officer diversity at their local police department (information treatment). Prior
to treatment assignment, respondents beliefs about police officer diversity at their local police
department were measured using the questions presented in Fig. S6. Those assigned to the no
information (control) condition simply reported their beliefs and did not receive any additional
information. Those assigned to the information condition received accurate information about
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police officer diversity, alongside the estimates they provided (see Fig. S6). In anticipation
of sample size constraints, we did not include the additional two treatment arms from the
information experiment fielded on the national sample. This experiment was pre-registered (see
Section S3 for pre-registration).

Figure S2: Pre-treatment measures of beliefs about police officer diversity in national sample
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Figure S3: Example treatment assignment for information condition in national sample.
Values in the “your estimate” column are provided for illustrative purposes and correspond to
the sample medians.
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Figure S4: Screenshot of Science treatment arm in national sample. Those assigned to the
“Info + Science” treatment arm received this and the information treatment from Fig. S3 in
randomized order.
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Figure S5: Pre-treatment measures of beliefs about police officer diversity in municipal sample
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Figure S6: Example treatment assignment for information condition in municipal sample.
Values in the “your estimate” column are provided for illustrative purposes and correspond to
the sample medians.

S1.3.1 Behavioral outcomes and survey indexes in manuscript

Our two behavioral outcome measures – voting for police department diversification and do-
nations to Black police officer association – appeared near the end of the survey, after the
survey-based outcome measures. The first is a binary outcome coded 1 if respondents chose
police department diversification from a list of four potential policy changes and 0 otherwise
(see Fig. S7). The second behavioral outcome is the dollar amount of a potential bonus pay-
ment (between $0 and $50) that the respondent would donate (as opposed to keep) to a local
non-profit supporting Black police officers (see Fig. S8).

The four outcome indexes reported in the manuscript were constructed from multiple survey
items used in prior work on attitudes towards police [19], and each was combined into a single
index using inverse covariance weighting [22]. The question wordings for each individual item
are provided below. The first two outcome indexes were measured in both the municipal and
national samples. The second two outcome indexes were measured in the municipal sample, in
both the baseline and followup survey.

1. Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring (4-item index). Prompt:
“To what extent do you support or oppose implementing affirmative action programs to
increase recruitment and hiring of police officers at YPD from each of the following groups”.
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Respondents then reported their support for four groups: “Female officers”, “Black officers”,
“Hispanic/Latino officers”, and “Asian officers”. Each was presented in random order and
support was recorded using a 7 point scale from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree”
with a neutral midpoint. α = 0.98 in municipal sample and α = 0.96 in national sample.

2. Support for tie-breaking in favor of minority applicants (4-item index). Each
item was presented in random order. Prompt: “Imagine YPD is trying to decide between
two equally qualified applicants for police officer. For each of the comparisons listed below,
please say what you think YPD should do.” α = 0.89 in municipal sample and α = 0.81
in national sample.

• “Two equally qualified applicants: one female and the other male. ” [1 = “Hire the
female applicant”, -1 = “Hire the male applicant”, 0 = “Random selection (e.g., let a
coin flip decide)”]

• “Two equally qualified applicants: one Black and the other White.” [1 = “Hire the
Black applicant”, -1 = “Hire the White applicant”, 0 = “Random selection (e.g., let a
coin flip decide)”]

• “Two equally qualified applicants: one Hispanic/Latino and the other White.” [1 =
“Hire the Hispanic/Latino applicant”, -1 = “Hire the White applicant”, 0 = “Random
selection (e.g., let a coin flip decide)”]

• “Two equally qualified applicants: one Asian and the other White.” [1 = “Hire the
Asian applicant”, -1 = “Hire the White applicant”, 0 = “Random selection (e.g., let a
coin flip decide)”]

3. Trust and confidence in the local police department (2-item index). Each item
below was presented in random order, with responses recorded using the 5-point scales in
brackets. α = 0.80 in baseline survey and α = 0.83 in followup survey.

• “How much of the time do you think Yonkers residents can trust the Yonkers Police
Department to do what is right?” [1 = “Never”, 2 = “Sometimes”, 3 = “About half
the time”, 4 = “Most of the time”, 5 = “Always”]

• “How much confidence do you have in Yonkers Police Department to act in the best
interest of the public?” [1 = “None”, 2 = “Very little”, 3 = “Some”, 4 = “Quite a lot”,
5 = “A great deal”]

4. Willingness to cooperate with police (4-item index). Each of the four items below
were presented in random order and responses were recorded using a 7 point scale from
“Extremely unlikely” to “Extremely likely” with a neutral midpoint. α = 0.74 in baseline
survey and α = 0.73 in followup survey.

• “If the police were looking for a suspect who was hiding, and you knew where that
person was, how likely would you be to provide the police with information?”

• “How likely would you be to call the police to report a crime?”

• “How likely would you be to report suspicious activity to the police?”

• “How likely would you be to attend a community meeting to discuss problems in your
neighborhood with the police?”
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Figure S7: Voting for police department diversification question
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Figure S8: Donation to Black officers association question
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S1.4 Police recruitment conjoint experiment

The police recruitment conjoint was embedded in the initial (baseline) municipal survey of 1,413
Yonkers residents, and a direct replication of the same experiment was then embedded in the
survey of 250 police officers from the YPD (see Section S4 for pre-registration). In both surveys,
respondents were first provided with a detailed description of the task they would be asked to
complete and the information that would be provided to them (see Fig. S9).

Figure S9: Task instructions for police recruitment conjoint
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Figure S10: Example round from police recruitment conjoint

Next, respondents evaluated five pairs of hypothetical police officer applicants, with the
following randomly assigned features drawn for each attribute (in bold):

• Age: 23; 25; 27; 29; 31; 33; 35; 37

• Sex: Male; Female
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• Race/Ethnicity: Asian; Black; Hispanic/Latino; White

• Education: GED; High school; Associates degree; Bachelors degree; Graduate degree

• Yonkers Resident: Does not live in city; For less than 1 year; For 1-2 years; For 3-5
years; For 6-10 years; For more than 10 years

• Previous occupation: Construction worker, Personal trainer, Server/Bartender, Retail
salesperson, Security guard, Police officer in another city; Military service; School teacher;
Social worker

• Civil service exam: Top 1% of applicants; Top 10% of applicants; Top 15% of applicants;
Top 25% of applicants; Top 5% of applicants

• Motivation for becoming a police officer: Friends/relatives in police department;
Excitement of the work; Lifelong dream/aspiration; To fight crime; Career advancement;
Job benefits; Job security; To help people

Attributes were chosen based on a combination of interviews with the police officers at YPD
recruitment division, historical data on real police officer applicants, and prior survey work
on police officers’ motivations and background characteristics [23, 24, 25]. In order to avoid
implausible cases (e.g., school teacher’s with GED’s) we employed restricted randomization on
the education and occupation attributes such that potential applicants that were previously
school teachers or social workers always had education levels of at least a Bachelor’s degree or
higher. All estimates presented here and in the manuscript are adjusted to account for this
conditional independence, which is a common feature in conjoint experiments that seek to avoid
generating implausible profiles [26, 27]. Aside from this restriction, attributes were otherwise
randomly assigned with uniform distribution.
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S2 Supplementary analyses

S2.1 Information provision experiments

S2.1.1 Average treatment effects on survey index components

In the manuscript, we reported estimates of the Average Treatment Effect (ATE) on survey
indexes used to measures support for affirmative action in hiring and recruitment, and support
for tie-breaking in favor of minority applicants. As described in Section S1.3.1, these indexes
were constructed using 4 separate question items that each focused on support for a specific
under-represented minority group. Here, we conduct supplementary analyses that instead treat
each index component as a unique item. Figure S11 shows these estimates (with 95% confidence
intervals) and Table S4 reports the underlying point estimates and standard errors. To facilitate
comparisons, all estimates are standardized using using Glass’s ∆, which scales outcomes by the
standard deviation in the control group [28, 29]. Although we find some numerical differences
across the estimated ATEs on the individual components (e.g., larger point estimates for Black
applicants) these are not statistically distinguishable from one another. This suggests that
the precision gains we achieve from dimension reduction are worth the potential drawbacks
associated with summary indexes that abstract away from effects on different groups.

Municipal sample National sample

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring:
Black officers 0.04 (0.08) 0.07 (0.06)
Hispanic/Latino officers 0.05 (0.08) -0.02 (0.06)
Asian officers 0.02 (0.08) -0.04 (0.06)
Female officers 0.01 (0.08) -0.04 (0.06)

Support for tie-breaking in favor of minority applicants:
Black applicants 0.26 (0.08)* 0.22 (0.06)*
Hispanic/Latino applicants 0.19 (0.08)* 0.14 (0.06)*
Asian applicants 0.24 (0.08)* 0.12 (0.07)
Female applicants 0.21 (0.08)* 0.06 (0.07)

Table S4: Estimated treatment effects on survey index components in each sample. Point
estimates for the ATEs estimated using OLS regression of the outcome on treatment
assignment, with robust standard errors in parentheses. All estimates are standardized using
Glass’s ∆, which scales outcomes by the standard deviation in the control group [28, 29].
∗P < 0.05
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Figure S11: Estimated treatment effects on survey index components in each sample. Point
estimates for the ATEs estimated using OLS regression of the outcome on treatment
assignment, with robust standard errors in parentheses. All estimates are standardized using
Glass’s ∆, which scales outcomes by the standard deviation in the control group [28, 29].

S2.1.2 Average treatment effects estimated with regression adjustment

Our pre-analysis plan (PAP) for the experiment on the municipal sample specified that we would
estimate Average Treatment Effects (ATEs) using regression adjustment with pre-treatment
covariates to increase precision (see Section S3). However, the PAP was not explicit regarding
the specific subset of covariates that would be used for regression adjustment across outcome
measures, and different subsets may be more or less prognostic of different outcome measures.
Given this ambiguity, we opted for a conservative decision to report estimates without regression
adjustment in the manuscript unless there was a pre-treatment measure of that outcome available
from the baseline survey (conducted approximately 4 months prior to the experiment).

For two of the outcomes in the municipal experiment (trust and confidence in the police,
and willingness to cooperate) pre-treatment measures of the exact same outcomes were available
from the baseline survey. The estimates reported in the manuscript for these two outcomes are
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from the standard covariate-adjusted linear regression estimator [30] that interacts treatment
assignment with pre-treatment covariates (here, simply the baseline measure of the outcome).
For all other outcomes, we reported the simple difference in means between treatment and
control, estimated using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression of the outcome on treatment
assignment.

Here, we compare the estimates from the manuscript to those obtained via regression ad-
justment. To do so, we take an agnostic approach that automates the process using adaptive
specification search via machine learning and cross-validation. Specifically, we apply a random-
forest based cross-estimation procedure for regression adjustment using the default “out-of-the-
box” settings from the crossEstimation package in R [31]. This approach yields finite-sample-
unbiased estimates of the sample average treatment effects via non-parametric regression adjust-
ments with the random forests algorithm. A key advantage of this approach is that it minimizes
the risks of researcher discretion that can arise from specification search (i.e., picking different
subsets of covariates for regression adjustment). This approach is ideal for our setting since it
automates the process of covariate selection and estimation in regression adjustment without
compromising statistical inference.

We identified a broad set of 33 pre-treatment covariates as candidate variables for regression-
adjustment in the municipal survey and 17 for the national survey (which did not include a base-
line wave). These lists include the demographic measures described in Tables S1-S2, as well as
additional pre-treatment attitudinal measures (e.g., baseline measures of trust and cooperation
in the municipal survey; pre-treatment measures of trust/confidence in the national survey).
Table S5 reports the underlying point estimates and standard errors for the results presented
in the manuscript (OLS estimator) alongside those obtained from regression adjustment via the
random-forest based cross-estimation procedure (random forest estimator). We find limited pre-
cision gains from regression-adjustment in this application. We provide a description of these
additional variables below (see also Tables S6-.S7).
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Outcome measure Estimator
Sample OLS Random forest

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring:
Municipal sample 0.03 (0.08) -0.01 (0.06)
National sample 0.00 (0.06) -0.02 (0.06)

Support for tie-breaking in favor of minority applicants:
Municipal sample 0.26 (0.08)* 0.24 (0.07)*
National sample 0.17 (0.06)* 0.13 (0.06)*

Voted for police department diversification:
Municipal sample 0.22 (0.09)* 0.22 (0.09)*

Donation to Black police officer association:
Municipal sample -0.03 (0.08) -0.04 (0.07)

Trust and confidence in the police department:
Municipal sample -0.14 (0.05)* -0.14 (0.05)*

Willingness to cooperate with police officers:
Municipal sample 0.03 (0.06) 0.03 (0.06)

Table S5: Estimated treatment effects with and without covariate adjustment. The first
column of results shows point estimates for the average treatment effect (ATE) from the
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression estimator, with robust standard errors in
parentheses. The next column of results shows covariate-adjusted point estimates (standard
errors) for the same ATEs, estimated using the random-forest based cross-estimation
procedure [31]. All estimates are standardized using Glass’s ∆, which scales outcomes by the
standard deviation in the control group [28, 29]. Only the first two outcomes were measured in
the national survey. ∗P < 0.05

Description of additional pre-treatment measures:

• Number of police officers known: “How many police officers do you know, at least as
acquaintances?” [1 = None, 2 = One, 3 = Two, 4 = Three, 5 = Four, 6 = Between 5 and
9, 7 = 10 or more].

• Frequency of contact with police: “How often do you interact with Yonkers police?”
[1 = “Never”, 2 = “Less than once a year”, 3 = “Yearly”, 4 = “A few times a year”, 5 =
“Monthly”, 6 = “Weekly”, 7 = “Daily”].

• Any contact with police in last 12 mos: “During the past 12 months, have you had
any contact with an officer from YPD?” [1 = “Yes”, 0 = “No”].

• Any prior arrest by police: “Have you ever been arrested by the Yonkers Police?” [1
= “Yes”, 0 = “No”].

• Any prior unfair treatment by police: “Have you ever been treated unfairly by the
Yonkers Police?” [1 = “Yes”, 0 = “No”].

• Feelings of safety in local area: “Generally speaking, how safe do you feel walking
alone at night within a mile of where you live?” [ 1 = “Not at all safe”, 2 = “Slightly safe”,
3 = “Moderately safe”, 4 = “Very safe”, 5 = “Extremely safe”]
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• Any prior crime victimization: “While living in Yonkers, have you ever been the victim
of a crime?” [1 = Yes, 0 = No].

• Partisanship: measured using the 7-point branching question from the American Na-
tional Election Studies (ANES) Survey. [1 = “Strong Democrat”, 2 = “Not very strong
Democrat”, 3 = “Lean Democrat”, 4 = “Independent”, 5= “Lean Republican”, 6= “Not very
strong Republican”, 7 = “Strong Republican”]

• Attentiveness to local/national politics: “How often do you pay attention to what’s
going on in government and politics at the [local/national] level?” [1 = “Never”, 2 = “Some
of the time”, 3 = “About half the time”, 4 = “Most of the time”, 5 = “Always”]

• Trust and confidence in police (2-item index): The 2-item trust and confidence
measure described in Section S1.3.1 was also measured in the baseline survey.

• Willingness to cooperate with police (4-item index): The 4-item cooperation mea-
sure described in Section S1.3.1 was also measured in the baseline survey.

• Legitimacy, trust, and confidence (10-item index): The two items from the trust
and confidence measure as well as the eight items listed below were combined to create a 10
item index (α = 0.95). Responses to each item below were recorded using a 7 point scale
from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree” with a neutral midpoint. Prompt: “Please
say whether you agree or disagree with the below statements about the police in Yonkers.”
Items were presented in random order.

1. “They care about the well-being of people they deal with”

2. “They make fair and impartial decisions”

3. “They stand up for values that are important to you”

4. “They behave according to the law when dealing with people”

5. “They make me feel safer in my neighborhood”

6. “They treat people equally”

7. “They are trying to make my community better”

8. “They respect the people in my community”

• Stated support for diversification policy. Respondents were first asked their sup-
port for four potential police policy changes (order randomized): diversification, civilian
oversight, body worn cameras, and community policing. Prompt: “There are ongoing
discussions at the national level about a variety of policy changes that seek to improve
police-community relations in one way or another. Please consider the policies described
below, and whether you support or oppose them being implemented at the Yonkers Police
Department.” Each potential policy change (as described below) was displayed in random
order, and responses were recorded using a 7-point scale from “Strongly oppose” (1) to
“Strongly support” (7) with a neutral midpoint.

1. Diversification. Implement affirmative actions programs that increase recruitment
and hiring of officers from underrepresented groups so that police more closely resem-
ble the community in terms of race/ethnicity and gender.

2. Civilian oversight. Create a Civilian Review Board with the power to investigate
and recommend action for complaints made against police officers for instances that
include excessive force, abuse of authority, and offensive language.
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3. Body worn cameras. Require police officers to wear body cameras that record
their interactions with the public while on duty.

4. Community policing. Establish regular meetings between police and the public
that provide a forum for city representatives, businesses, and residents to share in-
formation and cooperatively address neighborhood issues.

• Rank ordering of diversification policy. Respondents were asked to rank order the
relative importance of each of the four policy changes listed above being implemented in
their local police department (see Fig. S12). Responses were re-coded so that 1 indicates
the least preferred policy change and 4 indicates the most preferred policy change.

• Trust and confidence in police (6-item index): A six-item trust and confidence in-
dex (α = 0.91) developed by Pew Research [32]. These questions were only asked in the
national sample. Respondents were asked each of the six questions below in randomized
order, with responses recorded on a 5 point scale: 1= “Never”, 2 = “Rarely”, 3 = “Some-
times”, 4 = “Often”, 5 = “Always”. Prompt: “In your view, how much of the time do police
officers ...”

1. Care about people like you

2. Do a good job protecting people from crime

3. Handle the resources available to them in a responsible way

4. Provide fair and accurate information to the public

5. Admit mistakes and take responsibility for them

6. Treat racial and ethnic groups equally

Figure S12: Rank ordering of preferences for police policy change question
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Mean SD Min Max N
Predicted - actual share of US police officers by race/ethnicity and sex:

White -13.56 21.64 -72.00 28.00 998
Black 7.04 13.78 -11.00 89.00 998
Hispanic/Latino 1.27 11.85 -13.00 87.00 998
Asian or another race/ethnicity 5.26 9.28 -4.00 96.00 998
Male -21.49 17.00 -88.00 12.00 998
Female 21.49 17.00 -12.00 88.00 998

Additional pre-treatment measures from national survey:
Frequency of contact with police 2.42 1.50 1.00 7.00 997
Any contact with police in last 12 mos 0.37 0.48 0.00 1.00 998
Feelings of safety in local area 3.18 1.28 1.00 5.00 998
Partisanship 3.58 2.31 1.00 7.00 997
Trust and confidence in police (6-item index) 0.00 0.82 -2.12 1.59 998

Table S6: Additional pre-treatment measures used for regression adjustment in the national
sample. Here we present descriptive statistics for the subset of respondents assigned to receive
either the information treatment or control (N = 998) rather than the full sample (N= 2,017),
which includes the two additional treatment arms not assigned in the municipal sample.
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Mean SD Min Max N
Prior experience with police and crime in baseline survey:

Number of police officers known 2.54 1.91 1.00 7.00 644
Frequency of contact with police 2.38 1.31 1.00 7.00 644
Any contact with police in last 12 mos 0.41 0.49 0.00 1.00 644
Any prior arrest by police 0.04 0.19 0.00 1.00 643
Any prior unfair treatment by police 0.13 0.34 0.00 1.00 644
Feelings of safety in local area 3.16 1.10 1.00 5.00 644
Any prior crime victimization 0.34 0.47 0.00 1.00 644

Additional background measures from baseline survey:
Currently employed 0.60 0.49 0.00 1.00 644
Not currently employed 0.21 0.41 0.00 1.00 644
Retired 0.19 0.39 0.00 1.00 644
Duration of residency (years) 23.43 17.20 0.00 82.00 644
Homeowner 0.62 0.49 0.00 1.00 644
Partisanship 2.90 1.94 1.00 7.00 644
Attentiveness to local politics 3.28 1.13 1.00 5.00 643
Attentiveness to national politics 4.00 0.95 1.00 5.00 643
Trust and confidence in police (2-item index) 0.00 0.93 -2.45 1.60 644
Willingness to cooperate with police (4-item index) 0.00 0.76 -2.96 0.87 644
Legitimacy, trust, and confidence (10-item index) 0.00 0.86 -2.26 1.54 644
Stated support for diversification policy 5.51 1.75 1.00 7.00 644
Rank ordering of diversification policy 2.25 1.04 1.00 4.00 644

Predicted - actual share of local police officers by race/ethnicity and sex:
White -18.46 17.73 -78.00 22.00 644
Black 9.49 8.14 -6.00 44.00 644
Hispanic/Latino 4.95 11.34 -15.00 85.00 644
Asian 4.01 4.37 -1.00 30.00 644
Female 11.99 13.63 -13.00 78.00 644
Male -11.99 13.63 -78.00 13.00 644

Additional pre-treatment measures from followup survey:
Any police contact since baseline survey 0.19 0.39 0.00 1.00 644
Any unfair treatment by police since baseline 0.03 0.18 0.00 1.00 642
Feelings of safety in local area 3.07 1.04 1.00 5.00 644
Victim of crime since baseline survey 0.03 0.18 0.00 1.00 644

Table S7: Additional pre-treatment measures used for regression adjustment in the municipal
sample. For the measures captured in the baseline survey (N = 1,413), we only present
descriptive statistics for the subset of individuals that also completed the followup survey (N =
644). The predicted - actual shares of local police officers by race/ethnicity and sex were
measured in the followup survey after the other pre-treatment measures listed in the table, and
prior to treatment assignment.
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S2.1.3 Conditional average treatment effects estimated with causal forests

In this section, we examine treatment effect heterogeneity in the information provision exper-
iment as a function of respondents’ pre-treatment covariates. Our PAP for the experiment on
the municipal sample (see S3) specified that we would estimate Conditional Average Treatment
Effects (CATEs) for sub-groups of respondents defined by race/ethnicity, sex, partisanship, and
pre-treatment measures of belief accuracy about the race/ethnicity and gender composition of
police officers. Additionally, we specified that we would conduct a broader exploratory search
for treatment effect heterogeneity as a function of pre-treatment covariates using causal forests.
Here, we automate the search for treatment effect heterogeneity using causal forests, an imple-
mentation of the Generalized Random Forests (GRF) algorithm which estimates heterogeneity
as a function of respondents’ background covariates, and generates individual-level predictions
of causal effects for the entire sample [33, 34, 35]. We implement this via the grf package for
R, using the recommended default settings with honest splitting and 4000 trees [34, 36]. For
these analyses, we use the same set of pre-treatment covariates that were used for regression
adjustment, as described in Section S2.1.2.

Following graphical presentations in prior work [37, 38], Figures S13-S14 plot the causal
forest estimated treatment effects (and 95% CIs) for each individual as a function of their
covariate profiles to provide an overall summary of treatment effect heteogeneity across outcome
measures. These visual summaries show little evidence of treatment effect heterogeneity. Table
S8 provides results from the omnibus test of treatment effect heterogeneity using the “best linear
predictor” method proposed by Athey and Wager (2019), Section 2.2 [34]. Briefly (see [34, 36]
for details), this procedure tests whether heterogeneity in the out-of-bag causal forest estimates,
denoted τ̂ (−1)(Xi), is associated with heterogeneity in the CATE function, τ(Xi).2 This test
is performed via OLS regression of a transformed outcome that represents predicted treatment
effects in the held out dataset, denoted Ỹi, on Ci and Di, as defined below:

• Ỹi = Yi − m̂(−i)(Xi). Yi denotes the observed outcome vector and m̂(−i)(Xi) denotes the
vector of out-of-bag estimates for the expected outcome, marginalizing over treatment (i.e.,
m(x) = E[Yi|Xi = x] for binary treatment Zi and covariates Xi).

• Ci = τ̄
(
Zi − ê(−i)(Xi)

)
. τ̄ denotes the average of the out-of-bag treatment effect es-

timates and ê(−i)(Xi) denotes the out-of-bag estimates for the propensity score (i.e.,
e(x) = Pr(Zi|Xi = x)).

• Di =
(
τ̂ (−i)(Xi)− τ̄

) (
Zi − ê(−i)(Xi)

)
, where τ̂ (−i)(Xi) again denotes the out-of-bag casual

forest estimates for each individual.

The coefficient on Di is then interpreted as a measure of the quality of the causal forest
estimates of treatment effect heterogeneity [34]. If the coefficient on Di is 1 then the estimates
of treatment effect heterogeneity are “well calibrated,” but if significant and positive this provides
evidence of an association between τ̂ (−1)(Xi) and τ(Xi). The estimated coefficients for Di (with
robust standard errors in parenthesis) are provided for each outcome in Table S8 alongside t-
statistics and one-sided P -values for omnibus test – if the estimated coefficient is significantly

2If the CATE function is constant then τ(x) = E[Yi(1)− Yi(0)|Xi = x] = E[Yi(1)− Yi(0)] = τ .
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greater than 0 then we reject the null of treatment effect homogeneity. We fail to reject the null
of treatment effect homogeneity for all outcomes, across both samples.

Table S9 provides another overall summary of the individual level predictions plotted in
Figures S13-S14, grouped by outcome and sample. For those outcomes in which the estimated
ATE was statistically distinguishable from zero, we also find that individual-level predictions
are in the expected direction. First, support for tie-breaking in favor of minority applicants:
100% of the estimates were positively signed in the municipal sample (99% in national sample);
64% of the 95% CIs excluded zero in the municipal sample (25% in national sample); among
those estimates with CIs that excluded zero, all were positively signed in both samples. Second,
voting for police department diversification (municipal sample only): 100% of the estimates
were positively signed; 33% of the 95% CIs excluded zero; among those estimates with CIs that
excluded zero, all were positively signed. Third, trust and confidence in the police (municipal
sample only): 100% of the estimates were negatively signed; 58% of the 95% CIs excluded zero;
among those estimates with CIs that excluded zero, all were negatively signed.

Finally, we plot the causal forest estimates for respondents’ CATEs, τ̂ (−i)(Xi), against the
subset of covariates that we pre-registered an intention to provide estimated CATEs for in Figures
S15-S32. Figures S15-S26 plot respondents’ τ̂ (−i)(Xi) estimates against each measure of belief
accuracy, defined as the difference between their pre-treatment guess about the share of officers
in demographic sub-group and the actual share. For example, Figure S17 shows the relationship
between respondents’ causal forest estimated treatment effects (vertical axis) and their belief
accuracy (predicted - actual share of Black police officers) in the municipal sample. Here we
see some evidence that treatment effects were moderated by belief accuracy. This suggests, for
example, that effects on support for tie-breaking in favor of minority applicants were somewhat
stronger among those that overestimated the share of Black officers at YPD.

We caution, however, that the overall picture is unclear. Although the point estimates are
consistent with some moderation by belief accuracy we cannot reject the null hypothesis of
treatment effect homogeneity, possibly due to sample size constraints. There is much weaker
evidence for heterogeneity across sub-groups defined by race/ethnicity (Fig S27-S28), sex (Fig.
S29-S30), or partisanship (Fig. S31-S31). In short, the causal forest estimates do not reliably
identify sub-groups of respondents for which evidence of stronger (or weaker) treatment effects
is obvious. Any treatment effect heteogeneity that may be present seems relatively weak, and
limited to the pre-treatment measures of belief accuracy. Ultimately, sample size constraints
limit our ability to reliably detect small but potentially meaningful variation in causal effects as
a function of respondents’ belief accuracy.
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Trust and confidence in the police department Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Voted for police department diversification Donation to Black police officer association

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants
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Figure S13: Causal forest estimated treatment effects in municipal sample by outcome
measure. Estimated treatment effects for each individual as a function of their covariate profile
(black dots) and 95% confidence intervals (grey bars).
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Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants

−0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50 −0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4

Figure S14: Causal forest estimated treatment effects in national sample by outcome measure.
Estimated treatment effects for each individual as a function of their covariate profile (black
dots) and 95% confidence intervals (grey bars).

Estimate t-statistic Pr(T ≥ t | H0)

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring:
Municipal sample -2.13 (1.33) -1.61 0.95
National sample -4.90 (1.37) -3.57 1.00

Support for tie-breaking in favor of minority applicants:
Municipal sample -2.96 (1.54) -1.92 0.97
National sample -8.04 (1.44) -5.58 1.00

Voted for police department diversification:
Municipal sample -1.16 (1.31) -0.88 0.81

Donation to Black police officer association:
Municipal sample -0.85 (1.39) -0.61 0.73

Trust and confidence in the police department:
Municipal sample -3.87 (1.55) -2.49 0.99

Willingness to cooperate with police officers:
Municipal sample -3.52 (1.30) -2.72 1.00

Table S8: Results from omnibus tests for heterogeneity using the causal forest estimated
treatment effects. Only the first two outcomes were measured in the national survey. Point
estimates (robust standard errors in parentheses) from “best linear predictor” method
described in Athey and Wager (2019) Section 2.2 [34]. One sided P -values are for the null
hypothesis of treatment effect homogeneity.
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Point estimates Confidence intervals Significant differences
Pos. sign Neg. sign Inc. zero Excl. zero Pos. sign Neg. sign

Support affirmative action
Municipal sample 0.27 0.73 0.99 0.01 0.00 1.00
National sample 0.39 0.61 1.00 0.00 - -

Support for tie-breaking
Municipal sample 1.00 0.00 0.36 0.64 1.00 0.00
National sample 0.99 0.01 0.75 0.25 1.00 0.00

Voted for diversification
Municipal sample 1.00 0.00 0.67 0.33 1.00 0.00

Donation to Black officer assoc.
Municipal sample 0.23 0.77 0.99 0.01 0.00 1.00

Trust and confidence
Municipal sample 0.00 1.00 0.42 0.58 0.00 1.00

Willingness to cooperate
Municipal sample 0.73 0.27 1.00 0.00 - -

Table S9: Summary of causal forest estimated treatment effects by outcome measure and
sample. Only the first two outcomes were measured in the national survey. Proportion of
significant differences by sign are omitted when all 95% confidence intervals include zero.
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Trust and confidence in the police department Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Voted for police department diversification Donation to Black police officer association

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants
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Figure S15: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of White officers in municipal sample.
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Figure S16: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of White officers in national sample.
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Trust and confidence in the police department Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Voted for police department diversification Donation to Black police officer association

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants
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Figure S17: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of Black officers in municipal sample.
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Figure S18: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of Black officers in national sample.
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Trust and confidence in the police department Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Voted for police department diversification Donation to Black police officer association

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants
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Figure S19: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of Hispanic/Latino officers in municipal sample.
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Figure S20: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of Hispanic/Latino officers in national sample.
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Trust and confidence in the police department Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Voted for police department diversification Donation to Black police officer association

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants
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Figure S21: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of Asian officers in municipal sample.
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Figure S22: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of Asian officers in national sample.
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Trust and confidence in the police department Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Voted for police department diversification Donation to Black police officer association

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants
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Figure S23: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of male officers in municipal sample.
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Figure S24: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of male officers in national sample.
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Trust and confidence in the police department Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Voted for police department diversification Donation to Black police officer association

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants
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Figure S25: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of female officers in municipal sample.
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Figure S26: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by differences between predicted and
actual share of female officers in national sample.
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Figure S27: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by race/ethnicity in municipal sample.
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Figure S28: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by race/ethnicity in national sample.
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Trust and confidence in the police department Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Voted for police department diversification Donation to Black police officer association

Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring Support for tie−breaking in favor of minority applicants
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Figure S29: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by sex in municipal sample.
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Figure S30: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by sex in national sample.
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Trust and confidence in the police department Willingness to cooperate with police officers

Voted for police department diversification Donation to Black police officer association
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Figure S31: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by partisanship in municipal sample.
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Figure S32: Causal forest estimated treatment effects by partisanship in national sample.
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S2.1.4 Local causal effects estimated with instrumental variables regression

In this section, we conduct exploratory analyses to investigate the role of belief updating in
explaining the effects observed in the information provision experiment. Our goal here is to
obtain estimates of causal effects that are “local” to the subset of respondents who would be
induced to update their beliefs if treated with information about the demographic composition
of their local police department. To do so, we rely on a causal instrumental variables framework
[39, 40, 38] whereby treatment assignment (Zi) is viewed as a randomized instrument that
encourages individuals to update their beliefs about diversity in the local police department
(Di).

This approach rests on two core assumptions: 1) the instrument, Z, has a causal effect on
beliefs, Di; and 2) Zi only affects outcomes, Yi, through the path Zi → Di → Yi (exclusion
restriction assumption). Under these assumptions (the first is empirically testable), we can
estimate the (local) Average Treatment Effect (LATE) of Di on Yi. Specifically, we leverage
the random assignment of information about police diversity (Zi) to quantify the causal effect
of changing beliefs about police diversity (Di) on outcomes (Yi) with instrumental variables
regression using Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS). The 2SLS estimator,

β̂IV =
Ĉov(Yi, Zi)

Ĉov(Di, Zi)
=

Ĉov(Yi, Zi)/V̂ar(Zi)

Ĉov(Di, Zi)//V̂ar(Zi)

is the ratio of the “reduced-form” effect of treatment assignment (the “instrument” Zi) on a
given outcome Yi, and the “first-stage” effect on their beliefs about police diversity, Di. Given
random assignment of the instrument, β̂IV is consistent for the causal effect of belief updating
on outcomes, provided the exclusion restriction assumption holds and the first-stage effect is
non-zero.

We measured belief updating with the following post-treatment question: “To what extent
do you agree or disagree with the following statement: "The Yonkers Police Department (YPD)
adequately reflects the diversity of the community it serves.” Responses were recorded on a
7-point scale (reverse coded) from “Strongly agree” (1) to “Strongly disagree” (7) with a neutral
midpoint (4). Among those assigned to the information condition (treatment) 71% provided
a response above the neutral midpoint, compared with 52% in the no information condition
(control). The average was 4.54 scale points (SE = 0.09) in the control group and 5.27 (SE =
0.09) in the treatment group. Therefore, the estimated “first-stage effect” from OLS regression
of belief updating on treatment assignment is 0.73 scale points (SE = 0.13, P < 0.01). The
estimated F -statistic from this regression is 32.44 (P < 0.01), well above the recommended
threshold of 10 used to distinguish “weak” from “acceptable” instruments in applied work [41, 42].
This provides clear evidence that treatment assignment is a strong instrument for belief updating
in this setting.

Table S10 compares estimates of the reduced-form effects of treatment assignment on out-
comes with the 2SLS estimates for the (local) causal effects of belief updating on outcomes.
As these results demonstrate, the causal effects of belief updating on support for tie-breaking,
voting for police diversification, and trust and confidence in the police were all statistically dis-
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tinguishable from zero and in the expected direction. Moreover, the 2SLS estimates are stronger
in magnitude for these outcomes. For example, the reduced form estimate of the effect of infor-
mation on the voting outcome is approximately 7 percentage points, whereas the 2SLS estimate
of the effect of belief updating is approximately 10 percentage points.

Reduced-form 2SLS
Support for affirmative action in recruitment and hiring 0.03 (0.07) 0.04 (0.10)
Support for tie-breaking in favor of minority applicants 0.22 (0.07)* 0.30 (0.09)*
Voted for police department diversification 0.07 (0.03)* 0.10 (0.04)*
Donation to Black police officer association -0.62 (1.58) -0.84 (2.17)
Trust and confidence in the police department -0.13 (0.04)* -0.17 (0.06)*
Willingness to cooperate with police officers 0.02 (0.04) 0.03 (0.06)

Table S10: Estimates from reduced-form regressions and instrumental variables regressions in
municipal sample. The first column of results shows point estimates for the ATEs from OLS
regressions of the outcome on treatment assignment, with robust standard errors in
parentheses. The second column of results shows point estimates (standard errors) for the
Local Average Treatment Effects (LATEs) from instrumental variables regressions using
two-stage least squares (2SLS). ∗P < 0.05

We also explored whether information salience might instead provide a better explanation
for the effects in the information experiments. That is – does receiving novel information about
police diversity simply increase the perceived importance of minority representation in the minds
of respondents? To do so, we leverage two additional post-treatment questions (presented in
randomized order): 1) “In your view, how important is it that police officers closely resemble the
communities they serve in terms of gender?”; 2) “In your view, how important is it that police
officers closely resemble the communities they serve in terms of race/ethnicity?” Responses were
captured using a 5-point scale: “Not at all important” (1), “Slightly important” (2), “Moderately
important” (3), “Very important” (4), or “Extremely important” (5). We combine these items
into a single index (α = 0.73, range 1-5) to obtain a measure of perceived importance of minority
representation in the police.

If providing novel information about police diversity changed attitudes largely because it
caused respondents to attach more importance to the issue of minority representation then we
would except to see positive effects on these measures. That is, we should expect to observe a
strong positive “first stage” effect from a regression of this measure on treatment assignment.
Unlike our measure of belief updating, however, we do not find strong evidence in support of
this. The average was 3.30 (SE = 0.07) in the information condition (treatment) and 3.21 (SE
= 0.06) in the no information condition (control). The estimated first stage effect from the
regression on treatment assignment was 0.09 scale points on a 5-point scale (SE = 0.09, P =
0.30), with an F -statistic of 1.08 (P = 0.30). The next section provides additional evidence
(from the national sample) that treatments which emphasize the potential benefits of police
diversification for under-represented minority groups only cause attitude change when paired
with information.

Overall, these results are consistent with the idea that information provision increased sup-
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port for diversification (and reduced trust) via belief updating. By comparison, we find weak
evidence for the salience mechanism, i.e. that information about the lack of minority represen-
tation in the police department caused respondents to attach more importance to the issue of
minority representation. We interpret these analyses as demonstrating that, on average, respon-
dents attach a moderate amount of importance to police diversity regardless of the information
they have available. Exposure to factual information about the lack of diversity in their local
police force did not meaningfully increase issue salience, but did cause respondents to revise
their beliefs about police diversity. This decreased their trust and confidence in the police, and
increased their support for diversification.

S2.1.5 Average treatment effects of additional treatment arms in national sample

As described in Section S1.3, the information provision experiment fielded on the national sam-
ple consisted of four treatment arms: 1) no information (control); 2) information about police
diversity only (“Info treatment”); 3) information about a recent Science publication [21] describ-
ing the potential benefits of police diversification for minority residents (“Science treatment”);
4) both information about police diversity and the Science article (“Info + Science”). Thus far,
we have focused attention on the estimated ATEs of the Info condition (relative to control) for
comparison with the municipal sample (which only assigned these two conditions).

Table S11 provides estimates for all three ATEs in the national sample (each relative to
control). To facilitate comparisons, all estimates are standardized using using Glass’s ∆, which
scales outcomes by the standard deviation in the control group [28, 29]. These results show
that exposure to high-quality research demonstrating the potential benefits of police diversifica-
tion for minority groups did not, on its own, cause attitude change. Instead, we find that the
estimated ATE of information provision is statistically indistinguishable from the effect of in-
formation provision and relevant research, again demonstrating the powerful effects of exposure
to information about police diversity on its own.

Information Science Information + Science

Support for affirmative action
in recruitment and hiring

0.00 (0.06) -0.06 (0.06) -0.07 (0.06)

Support for tie-breaking in favor
of minority applicants

0.17 (0.06)* 0.01 (0.06) 0.17 (0.07)*

Table S11: Estimated treatment effects of additional treatment arms in national sample. Point
estimates for the ATEs estimated using OLS regression of the outcome on treatment
assignment, with robust standard errors in parentheses. All estimates are standardized using
Glass’s ∆, which scales outcomes by the standard deviation in the control group [28, 29].
∗P < 0.05
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S2.1.6 Average treatment effects on additional outcomes in municipal sample

Outcome Estimate
Rank ordering of diversification policy 0.16 (0.08)
Stated support for diversification policy 0.13 (0.14)
Willigness to consider policing career 0.02 (0.07)

Importance of police officer diversity:
Race/ethnicity 0.02 (0.10)
Gender 0.17 (0.10)

Beliefs about diversity among US police in general:
White officer share 4.38 (1.20)*
Black officer share -2.07 (0.56)*
Hispanic/Latino officer share -1.09 (0.62)
Asian officer share -1.21 (0.39)*
Male officer share 2.40 (1.10)*
Female officer share -2.40 (1.10)*

Table S12: Estimated treatment effects on additional outcomes in municipal sample. Point
estimates for the ATEs estimated using OLS regression of the outcome on treatment
assignment, with robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗P < 0.05

Description of additional outcome measures:

• Stated support for diversification policy. Support for diversification policy described
in Section S2.1.2. Measured in both the baseline and followup survey.

• Rank ordering of diversification policy. Relative importance of diversification policy
described in Section S2.1.2. Measured in both the baseline and followup survey.

• Willingness to consider policing career (2-item index). Respondents were provided
with updated data on the salary and benefits for civil service occupations as a police officer,
firefighter, and school teacher. For each occupation, they were asked how likely they would
be to consider a career in this occupation, and how likely they would be to encourage a close
friend or family member to consider a career in each (see Fig. S33). Each question was
presented in random order and recorded using a 7 point scale from “Extremely unlikely”
to “Extremely likely” with a neutral midpoint. A 2-item index was created using responses
to the police officer questions. Only measured in the followup survey.

• Importance of racial diversity among police. Responses to the question “In your
view, how important is it that police officers closely resemble the communities they serve
in terms of race/ethnicity?” recorded on a 5 point scale: 1 = “Not at all important”, 2 =
“Slightly important”, 3 = “Moderately important”, 4 = “Very important”, 5 = “Extremely
important”.

• Importance of gender diversity among police. Responses to the question “In your
view, how important is it that police officers closely resemble the communities they serve
in terms of gender?” recorded on a 5 point scale: 1 = “Not at all important”, 2 = “Slightly
important”, 3 = “Moderately important”, 4 = “Very important”, 5 = “Extremely important”.
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• Beliefs about diversity among US police in general. Responses to the same ques-
tions that were used to capture pre-treatment beliefs about police officer diversity in the
national sample (see Fig. S2).

Figure S33: Willingness to consider a career as a police officer question

S2.1.7 Causal attributions for lack of police officer diversity

In this section we report descriptive evidence regarding Yonkers residents’ belief that specific
factors explain disparities in minority representation in U.S. police forces. At the end of our
second municipal survey, we explained to all respondents that there are many police stations
across the U.S. that underrepresent the minority communities they serve. After doing so, we
asked respondents to express the extent to which they believe that a list of four factors explains
disparities in representation.

Factors included: lack of demand on behalf of police forces to recruit minorities, lack of
interested amongst minorities in joining police forces, lack of qualifications to serve as police
officers amongst minority residents, and a lack of supporting environment in police departments.
Generally, our descriptive results reported in Figure S34, suggest that there is quite a bit of
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variation across respondents with regards to causal attributions for lack of police officer diversity.
However, it appears that attributions relating to minority “lack of qualifications" are widely
dismissed, and perceptions that police departments may not provide minority officers with a
supportive working environment are broadly endorsed.
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Figure S34: Causal Attribution of disparities in minority representation in U.S. police forces.
Panels A-D represent the distribution of Yonkers residents’ beliefs regarding possible factors
that explain lack of diversity and minority representation in American police forces. These
factors relate to lack of demand on behalf of police forces to recruit minorities (A), lack of
interested amongst minorities in joining police forces (B), lack of qualifications to serve as
police officers amongst minority residents (C), and a lack of supporting environment in police
departments.

S2.1.8 Correlates of misperceptions about police diversity

In this section we examine demographic correlates of misperceptions regarding police diversity.
To do so, we regressed variables capturing respondents misperceptions regarding the share of
White, Male, Black, Latino, and Asian officers, over five different individual level binary indi-
cators taking a value of one if a given respondent is: White, Male, Republican, Democrat, and
college educated. In Figure S35, we report conditional correlations, for both our municipal and
national samples.

Our exploration of conditional correlations in Figure S35 yields limited consistent evidence
regarding systematic subgroup variation in misperception with and across samples. In our
National sample, it appears that White survey respondents over-estimate the share of White and
Male officers, while underestimating the share of minorities in police forces nationwide. This
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Figure S35: Demographic correlates of misperceptions about police officer diversity. Point
estimates and 95% confidence intervals from OLS regressions with robust standard errors,
estimating the conditional correlation of demographic variables, with respondents
misperception of the share of White, Male, Black, Latino, and Asian officers.

result stands in contrast to results from our municipal sample in which race does not correlate
with misperceptions, with the exception of misperceptions regarding the share of Black officers,
which is positive, suggesting that White respondents over-estimate the share of Black officers in
Yonkers.

Another variable that consistently correlates with misperceptions in the national sample is
partisanship. Specifically, it appears that Republicans underestimate the share of white officers,
and overestimate the share of Black and Latino officers in the police nationwide. In our municipal
sample, a somewhat similar pattern emerges, as Republican Yonkers residents overestimate the
share of Black officers. We do not find evidence for a precisely estimated correlation between
respondents Democratic identification and misperceptions in the national and municipal sample.

When considering the conditional correlation of college education with misperceptions, we
find that Yonkers residents who obtained a college degree overestimate the share of White and
male officers, while underestimating the share of minority officers in YPD. In contrast, we find
limited evidence for a precisely estimated conditional correlation in the national sample.

Finally, in the municipal sample, male respondents overestimate the share of White officers,
and underestimate the share of Black and Latino officers. In the national sample, we find limited
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evidence for a gender conditional correlation, though male respondents slightly overestimate the
share of Asian and Latino officers.
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S2.2 Police recruitment conjoint experiments

Police sample

Civilian sample

Age

Educational attainment

Previous occupation

Motivation for becoming a police officer

Length of residency in city

Performance on civil service exam

Sex

Race/ethnicity

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

White
Asian

Hispanic/Latino
Black

Female
Male

Top 25%
Top 15%
Top 10%
Top 5%
Top 1%

Does not live in city
For less than 1 year

For 1−2 years
For 3−5 years

For 6−10 years
For more than 10 years

Job security
Job benefits

Career advancement
Friends/relatives in PD

To fight crime
Lifelong dream/aspiration

Excitement of the work
To help people

Server/Bartender
Retail salesperson

Security guard
Social worker

Construction worker
Personal trainer
School teacher

Military service
Police officer in another city

GED
High school

Associates degree
Bachelors degree
Graduate degree

37
35
25
33
29
31
23
27

Probability of selecting applicant

Figure S36: Estimated marginal means for all attributes in police recruitment conjoint by sample. Point
estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors clustered
at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Estimates are adjusted to account for
randomization constraints on the education and occupation attributes. Civilian sample: municipal survey
of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair
= 14,130 observations). Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in June 2021 (N = 250
respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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Civilian sample
Police sample

Age (reference: 23 years old)

Education (reference: GED)

Previous occupation (reference: Police officer in another city)

Motivation for application (reference: Job benefits)

Length of residency (reference: Does not live in city)

Civil service exam performance (reference: Top 25%)

Sex (reference: Male)

Race/Ethnicity (reference: White)
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Figure S37: Estimated AMCEs for all attributes in police recruitment conjoint by sample. Point esti-
mates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors clustered
at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Estimates are adjusted to account for
randomization constraints on the education and occupation attributes. Civilian sample: municipal survey
of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair
= 14,130 observations). Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in June 2021 (N = 250
respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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S2.2.1 Estimated marginal means and AMCEs on ordinal outcome measure

Police sample

Civilian sample

Age

Educational attainment

Previous occupation

Motivation for becoming a police officer

Length of residency in city

Performance on civil service exam

Sex

Race/ethnicity
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Figure S38: Estimated marginal means on ordinal outcome for all attributes in police recruitment
conjoint by sample. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust
standard errors clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Estimates are
adjusted to account for randomization constraints on the education and occupation attributes. Civilian
sample: municipal survey of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings
x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130 observations). Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in
June 2021 (N = 250 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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Figure S39: Estimated AMCEs on ordinal outcome for all attributes in police recruitment conjoint by
sample. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard
errors clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Estimates are adjusted
to account for randomization constraints on the education and occupation attributes. Civilian sample:
municipal survey of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2
applicants per pair = 14,130 observations). Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in June
2021 (N = 250 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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S2.2.2 Causal interactions for race/ethnicity, sex, and exam performance

Asian

Black

Hispanic/Latino

White
Police sample

Civilian sample

0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60
Conditional probability of
selection: Female applicant

0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60
Conditional probability of
selection: Male applicant

−0.2 −0.1 0.0
Difference: average effect of
Female (v. Male) applicant

Figure S40: Estimated conditional marginal means for female applicants (left), male applicants (center),
and the between sample differences (right). Differences capture the average causal effect of applicant sex
(here: female v. male) on the probability of selection for each race/ethnicity category. Point estimates and
95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors clustered at respondent
level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Civilian sample: municipal survey of Yonkers residents
fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130 observations).
Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in June 2021 (N = 250 respondents x 5 pairings x
2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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Figure S41: Estimated conditional marginal means by applicant race/ethnicity and civil service exam
performance in civilian sample (left), police sample (center), and the differences (right) between samples.
Positive (negative) differences indicate higher (lower) values in the civilian sample than the police sample.
Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors
clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Civilian sample: municipal
survey of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per
pair = 14,130 observations). Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in June 2021 (N =
250 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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Figure S42: Estimated conditional marginal means for Black applicants (left), White applicants (center),
and the differences (right) by civil service exam performance. Differences capture the average causal effect
of applicant race/ethnicity (here: Black v. White) on the probability of selection at each level of the exam
performance attribute. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with
robust standard errors clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Civilian
sample: municipal survey of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings
x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130 observations). Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in
June 2021 (N = 250 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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Figure S43: Estimated conditional marginal means for Hispanic/Latino applicants (left), White ap-
plicants (center), and the differences (right) by civil service exam performance. Differences capture the
average causal effect of applicant race/ethnicity (here: Hispanic/Latino v. White) on the probability of
selection at each level of the exam performance attribute. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals
estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors clustered at respondent level to correct for
within-respondent clustering. Civilian sample: municipal survey of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021
(N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130 observations). Police sample: survey
of Yonkers police officers fielded in June 2021 (N = 250 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair
= 2,500 observations).
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Figure S44: Estimated conditional marginal means for Asian applicants (left), White applicants (center),
and the differences (right) by civil service exam performance. Differences capture the average causal effect
of applicant race/ethnicity (here: Asian v. White) on the probability of selection at each level of the exam
performance attribute. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with
robust standard errors clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Civilian
sample: municipal survey of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings
x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130 observations). Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in
June 2021 (N = 250 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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Figure S45: Estimated conditional marginal means for Non-White applicants (left), White applicants
(center), and the differences (right) by civil service exam performance. The sample is restricted to the
subset of randomized profiles that forced respondents to make pairwise comparisons between Non-White
and White applicants (Civilian sample: 14,050 observations; Police sample: 2,440 observations). Point
estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors clustered
at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering.
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Figure S46: Estimated conditional marginal means by applicant sex and civil service exam performance
in civilian sample (left), police sample (center), and the between sample differences (right). Positive
(negative) differences indicate higher (lower) values in the civilian sample than the police sample. Point
estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors clustered
at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Civilian sample: municipal survey of
Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair =
14,130 observations). Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in June 2021 (N = 250
respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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Figure S47: Estimated conditional marginal means for female applicants (left), male applicants (center),
and the differences (right) by civil service exam performance. Differences capture the average causal effect
of applicant sex (here: female v. male) on the probability of selection at each level of the exam performance
attribute. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard
errors clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Civilian sample: municipal
survey of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per
pair = 14,130 observations). Police sample: survey of Yonkers police officers fielded in June 2021 (N =
250 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 2,500 observations).
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S2.2.3 Heterogeneity by respondent background characteristics
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Figure S48: Estimated marginal means in police recruitment conjoint by partisanship. Sub-group esti-
mates showing marginal means among Democrats (n = 913), non-Democrats (n = 500), and the differences.
Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors
clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Municipal survey of Yonkers
residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130 obser-
vations).
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Figure S49: Estimated AMCEs in police recruitment conjoint by partisanship. Sub-group estimates
showing AMCEs among Democrats (n = 913), non-Democrats (n = 500), and the differences. Point
estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors clustered
at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Municipal survey of Yonkers residents
fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130 observations).
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Figure S50: Estimated marginal means in police recruitment conjoint by race/ethnicity. Sub-group
estimates showing marginal means among White respondents (n = 641), non-White respondents (n =
772), and the differences. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with
robust standard errors clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Municipal
survey of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per
pair = 14,130 observations).
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Figure S51: Estimated AMCEs in police recruitment conjoint by race/ethnicity. Sub-group estimates
showing AMCEs among White respondents (n = 641), non-White respondents (n = 772), and the differ-
ences. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard
errors clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Municipal survey of
Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair =
14,130 observations).
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Figure S52: Estimated marginal means in police recruitment conjoint by sex. Sub-group estimates
showing marginal means among male respondents (n = 576), female respondents (n = 837), and the
differences. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust stan-
dard errors clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Municipal survey
of Yonkers residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair =
14,130 observations).
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Figure S53: Estimated AMCEs in police recruitment conjoint by sex. Sub-group estimates showing
AMCEs among male respondents (n = 576), female respondents (n = 837), and the differences. Point
estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors clustered
at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Municipal survey of Yonkers residents
fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130 observations).
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Figure S54: Estimated marginal means in police recruitment conjoint by police legitimacy. Sub-group
classifications are based on scores derived from the 10-item index of police legitimacy, trust, and confidence.
Police legitimacy is coded as high if a respondent scored higher than the median respondent on the index.
Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors
clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Municipal survey of Yonkers
residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130
observations).
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Figure S55: Estimated AMCEs in police recruitment conjoint by police legitimacy. Sub-group classi-
fications are based on scores derived from the 10-item index of police legitimacy, trust, and confidence.
Police legitimacy is coded as high if a respondent scored higher than the median respondent on the index.
Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals estimated via OLS regression with robust standard errors
clustered at respondent level to correct for within-respondent clustering. Municipal survey of Yonkers
residents fielded in May 2021 (N = 1,413 respondents x 5 pairings x 2 applicants per pair = 14,130 obser-
vations).
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CONFIDENTIAL - FOR PEER-REVIEW ONLY
Police diversity experiment on resident population, October 2021 (#76977)

Created: 10/14/2021 10:40 AM (PT)

This is an anonymized copy (without author names) of the pre-registration. It was created by the author(s) to use during peer-review.
A non-anonymized version (containing author names) should be made available by the authors when the work it supports  is made public.

1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

Does information about demographic disparities (race/ethnicity and gender) between police and the residents they serve affect public support for policy

change, trust, and willingness to cooperation with the police?

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Behavioral outcomes: [1] Willingness to advocate for diversity policy (binary) by sending a message to local representative; [2] charitable contribution to

pro-diversity organization from lottery payment (continuous $0-50). Attitude indices: [1] Support for diversification. Support for hiring underrepresented

applicants (4 items): each item is a choice between two equally qualified candidates w/ three options: hire the underrepresented applicant (e.g., White),

hire the other candidate (e.g., Black), or random selection (e.g., let a coin flip decide). Support for affirmative action (6 items): one item eliciting general

support for implementing affirmative action programs at police department, and four items eliciting support for hiring from each underrepresented group,

all on 7-point scale from Strongly Oppose to Strongly Support. One item that elicits rank ordering of affirmative action programs against alternatives (Body

worn cameras, Civilian Review Boards, Community Policing Programs) with rank of affirmative action recorded on 4-point scale from least preferred to

most preferred. [2] Trust in police: 1) How much of the time do you think [CITY NAME] residents can trust the [CITY NAME] Police Department to do what is

right? (1-5 scale, Never-Always); 2) How much confidence do you have [CITY NAME] police to act in the best interest of the public? (1-5 scale, None-A great

deal). [3] Willingness to cooperate: 1) How likely would you be to attend a community meeting to discuss problems in your neighborhood with the police?;

2) How likely would you be to report suspicious activity to the police?; 3) How likely would you be to call the police to report a crime?; 4) If the police were

looking for a suspect who was hiding, and you knew where that person was, how likely would you be to provide the police with information? All items

measured on 7-point scale, Extremely Unlikely to Extremely Likely. [4] Willingness to associate: 2-item scale eliciting willingness to 1) consider a career at

[CITY NAME] police department; 2) encourage a friend/family member to consider a career at [CITY NAME] police department. Items measured on 7-point

scale, Extremely Unlikely to Extremely Likely.

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

2 groups. Treated respondents will be exposed to accurate information about demographic disparities between police department and community. Control

respondents will receive no information about demographic disparities. All respondents will be asked to provide their best guess about the demographic

representation of each group within the police department prior to randomization.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

1) Average treatment effects (ATEs) estimated via regression, with covariate adjustment to increase precision. Pre-treatment covariates include

demographics (e.g., partisanship, race/ethnicity), respondents' over/under estimation of demographic disparities, as well as baseline attitudes toward

police (e.g., trust/cooperation from baseline survey) and support for diversification from prior survey wave. 2) Conditional average treatment effects

(CATEs) estimated among sub-groups defined by race/ethnicity (White v. non-White), sex (male v. female), partisanship, and whether respondents are

over/under estimators of demographic disparities.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

Not applicable.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

A baseline survey has been completed (N = 1,413), which contains respondent demographics and baseline measures of the outcomes referenced in 5). We

anticipate ~1,000 respondents from the baseline survey will complete this survey. With N = 1,000, minimum detectable effect (.80 power) for attitudinal

indices is ~0.17 standard units under conservative assumption of no precision gains from covariate-adjustment.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

We will collect data on respondents' beliefs about diversity among U.S. police in general, their causal attributions for demographic disparities between

police and communities, and perceived importance of minority representation among police. We will also examine treatment effect heterogeneity as a

function of pre-treatment covariates via causal forests. All these analyses will be exploratory.

Available at https://aspredicted.org/WM4_KSL 
Version of AsPredicted Questions: 2.00

S3 Pre-registration for information provision experiment
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CONFIDENTIAL - FOR PEER-REVIEW ONLY
YPD recruitment conjoint (#65678)

Created: 05/11/2021 11:59 AM (PT)

This is an anonymized copy (without author names) of the pre-registration. It was created by the author(s) to use during peer-review.
A non-anonymized version (containing author names) should be made available by the authors when the work it supports  is made public.

1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

This study uses a conjoint experiment to quantify how the attributes enumerated below affect preferences for hiring police officers. This is primarily a

descriptive experiment that seeks to examine which attributes of police recruits are most influential in a multidimensional context.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Respondents will choose between two hypothetical applicants to the police department. The primary outcome is a binary choice between the persons

presented during each conjoint task: "If you had to choose between them, which of these two applicants would you prefer to see recruited?". The

secondary outcome is a 7-point scale: "Please rate each applicant on a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 indicates they should definitely not be recruited and 7

indicates they should definitely should be recruited."

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

Each respondent will evaluate five conjoint tasks with eight attributes. The attributes (and levels): 1) Race/ethnicity

("White","Black","Hispanic/Latino","Asian"); 2) Sex ("Male","Female"); 3) Age ("23","25","27","29","31","33","35","37"); 4) Residency ("Does not live in

City","For less than 1 year","For 1-2 years","For 3-5 years","For 6-10 years","For more than 10 years"); 5) Education ("GED","High school","Associates

degree","Bachelors degree","Graduate degree"); 6) Civil service exam ("Scored in top 1% of applicants","Scored in top 5% of applicants","Scored in top 10%

of applicants","Scored in top 15% of applicants","Scored in top 25% of applicants"); 7) Previous occupation ("Police officer in another city","Security

guard","School teacher","Construction worker","Military service","Server/Bartender","Retail salesperson","Personal trainer","Social worker"); 8)

Motivation for becoming a police officer ("Job benefits (i.e. medical/pension)","Excitement of the work","Opportunity to help people","To fight crime","Job

security","Lifelong dream/aspiration","Has friends/relatives in police department","Opportunities for career advancement").

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

The estimands of primary interest in this conjoint are the AMCEs. We will use linear regression of the outcome measures on the randomized attributes,

with robust standard errors clustered at the respondent level. We will also report the marginal means for the levels within each attribute

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

Not applicable.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

Approximately 2500 participants. The experiment will be administered to about 2000 residents of Yonkers, NY as part of a community survey. The

experiment will also be administered to approximately 500 officers in the Yonkers Police Department. These counts are based on estimated response rates

to the surveys.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

We will conduct exploratory sub-group analyses based on respondents' partisanship, race/ethnicity, gender, and attitudes toward police (trust/legitimacy).

Available at https://aspredicted.org/WGM_QGW 
Version of AsPredicted Questions: 2.00

S4 Pre-registration for conjoint experiment
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